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LOOKING TOWARDS 

THE FUTURE 
Story & Photos by Skovy 

 
I’m looking out my office 

window and see our fall foliage 

in full bloom. Makes me kind of 

sad knowing that in a few weeks 

I’ll be preparing all my rides for 

their winter nap, but we do live in 

the Dakotas and that is a reality 

of the beast. 

Our 4
th
 annual cars show we had 

on September 20
th
 exceeded our 

expectations. We were hoping for 

130 car and trucks but were 

blessed with 151 cars/truck and 

12 bikes. We raised $10,000.00 

for the Huntington’s organization 

also. Rod, Jeff & Lisa Wilhelm 

want to do it again, so what can 

we say? GREAT! Next year there 

will be some surprises with the 

show and the Huntington’s 

organization will be back 

cooking hamburgers & brats for 

the masses. Thank you everybody 

for the great donations you gave 

to the Huntington’s and bringing 

you cool rides to be shown off. 

Trophy breakdown is as 

follows… 

SHOW STOPPER 

CONTESTANTS 

#103 72 Mustang Melia 

Anderson Edgeley 

#108 55 Nomad George Masters 

Minot 

#111 54 3100 Chevy Jim Zerbel 

Aberdeen 

#118 55 Chevy Jake Gahnge 

Bismarck 

#130 37 Packard Rog Blum 

Aberdeen 

#186 33 Chevy Billy McCullough 

Valley City 

#174 57 Corvette Terry Rosen 

Bismarck 

#230 69 GTO Amy Noeske Valley 

City 

 

SHOW STOPPER WINNERS 

1
st
 Place #230 69 GTO Amy 

Noeske Valley City 

2
nd

 Place #130 37 Packard Rog 

Blum Aberdeen 

3
rd

 Place #108 55 Nomad George 

Masters Minot 
 

PEOPLES CHOICE 

WINNERS 

1
st 

Place #140 40 International 

Brade Brake Aberdeen 

2
nd

 Place #163 57 Chevy Gerald 

Ova Buchanan 

3
rd

 Place #145 51 Victoria Larry 

Farmo Litchville 

 

RAT ROD WINNERS 

1
st 

Place #169 30 Oldsmobile 

Buck Trader Oriska 

2
nd

 Place #146 49 GMC Paul 

Jensen Jamestown 

 

BIKE WINNERS 

1
st 

Place #309 02 Custom Brad 

Gebeke Jamestown 

2
nd

 Place #302 04 Boss Hoss 

Charles Mardian Aberdeen 

3
rd

 Place #306 41 Harley Gary 

Haut Jamestown 

 

At our next meeting we will be 

discussing the upcoming 

“Moonlight Madness” event 

we’re having on October 29
th
. 

Also, there will be a private party 

unveiling on October 22
nd

 that 

will be discussed. Our annual 

Awards banquet is just around 

the corner also. 

 

Want to get on the “RUMBLER” 

email list? “RUMBLER” issues 

to date … 8416! 

 Skovy@donwilhelm.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Skovy@donwilhelm.com
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MEMBERS BIRTHDAYS 

Dawn Erdahl  10/01 

Sonia Johnson  10/01 

Adele Olson  10/02 

Ted Gibson  10/16 

Mary Layton  10/19 

Gloria Moser  10/26 

Mike Gilbertson 10/31 

  

Miss your birthday? Please 

contact me at 701-202-7067 

whereas I can update your 

records. 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 

Allmer, Michael 

Andersen, Jeff(Andy) & Karla 

Anderson, Scott & Kim 

Anderson, Roger & Meleia 

Bachmeier, Donovan & Karla 

Balvitsch, Wayne 

Behm, Earl & Connie 

Bensch, Paul & Janis 

Berg, Wayne & Tami 

Beyer, James 

Block, Scott & Pat 

Brandenburger, Max & Williams, 

Laura 

Carow, Billy & Candace 

Christianson, Glenn & Lucinda 

Dewald, Joel & Della 

Dodd, Jim & Mary Jo 

Emo, Paul 

Erdahl, Shawn (Shady) & Dawn 

Frank, Tracy 

Gaier, Craig & Johnston, Ruth 

Gehring, Duane & Kathleen 

Geisler, David 

Gibson, Teddy & Diane 

Gilbertson, Mike & Murray, Kim 

Gilge, Larry & Cindy 

Gray, JeriLynn & Andy 

Greenlund, Ron & Darlene 

Gums, Robert & Candace 

Guthmiller, Neil & Linda 

Heiman, Tyler 

Holzkamm, Al & Cindy 

Jacobson, Verdell (Jake) & Linda 

Jaskoviak, Steven (Skovy) 

Jensen, Paul & Sue 

Johnson, Brandon & Sonia 

Kamlitz, Brian 

Keim, Lyman & Darlene 

Kleinknecht, Delno & Phyllis 

Lang, John (JR) 

Layton, Viril & Mary 

Loose, Larry & Bonita 

Lulay, Bob & Alma 

Lynn, Randy 

Mathias, Roger & Bonnie 

McCreedy, Terrance 

McCullough, Gary & Billie 

McIlonie, Bernie & Darlene 

Meidinger, Jamie 

Meyer, Ken & Annie 

Miller, Randy & Crystel 

Mischka, Kenneth & Judy 

Mitzel, LeRoy 

Moser, LeRoy & Gloria 

Obrigewitsch, Les & Sheryl 

Olson, David & Adele 

Patzner, Elroy & Elayne 

Petrek, Gary 

Poppe, Jerry & Ardie 

Ravely, Thomas & Rhonda 

Redinger, Dale 

Schauer, Ronald & Cindy 

Seckerson, Kelly & Tricia 

Seher, Jeff 

Specht, Gary & Margaret 

Specht, Leslie & Debra 

Thomas, Troy & Tricia 

Tracy, Dean & Martha 

VanFleet, Richard 

Vining, Taylor 

Westerhausen, Leon & Mary Jane 

Wiest, J.P. & Judy 

Wilhelm, Jeff 

Wilhelm, Rod & Sandy 

Wolf, Cameron 

Wolff, Clayton & Beverly 

Wonnenberg, Douglas & Robyn 
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AUTOMOTIVE TRIVIA 
 

Question: What was the first 

official White House car? 

 
Answer: 1909 White Steamer, 

ordered by President Taft. 

Question:  Who opened the first 

drive-in gas station? 

Answer: Gulf opened up the first 

station in Pittsburgh in 1913. 

Question: What city was the first 

to use parking meters? 

Answer: Oklahoma City, on July 

16, 1935. 

Question: Where was the first 

drive-in restaurant? 

Answer: Royce Hailey's Pig 

Stand opened in Dallas in 1921. 

Question: True or False?  The 

1953 Corvette came in white, red 

and black. 

Answer: False. The 1953 'Vette 
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were available in one color, Polo 

White. 

Question: What was Ford's 

answer to the Chevy Corvette,  

and other legal street racers of 

the 1960s? 

Answer: Carroll Shelby's 

Mustang GT350. 

Question: What was the first car 

fitted with an alternator,  

rather than a direct current 

dynamo? 

Answer: The 1960 Plymouth 

Valiant. 

Question: What was the first car 

fitted with a replaceable 

cartridge oil filter? 

Answer: The 1924 Chrysler. 

Question: What was the first car 

to be offered with a "perpetual 

guarantee"? 

Answer: The 1904 Acme, from 

Reading, PA. Perpetuity 

was disturbing in this case, as 

Acme closed down in 1911. 

Question: What American luxury 

automaker began by making 

cages for birds and squirrels? 

Answer: The George N. Pierce 

Co. of Buffalo, who made 

the Pierce Arrow, also made 

iceboxes. 

 

Question: What car first referred 

to itself as a convertible? 

Answer: The 1904 Thomas Flyer, 

which had a removable hard top. 

Question: What car was the first 

to have its radio 

antenna embedded in the 

windshield? 

Answer: The 1969 Pontiac 

Grand Prix. 

Question: What car used the first 

successful series-production 

hydraulic valve lifters? 

Answer: The 1930 Cadillac 452, 

the first production V16. 

Question: Where was the World's 

first three-color traffic light 

installed? 
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Answer: Detroit, Michigan in 

1919. Two years later they 

experimented with synchronized 

lights. 

Question:  What type of car had 

the distinction of being  

GM's 100 millionth car built in 

the U.S.? 

 

Answer: March 16, 1966 saw an 

Olds Toronado roll out of 

Lansing, Michigan with that 

honor. 

Question: Where was the first 

drive-in movie theater opened, 

and when? 

Answer: Camden, NJ in 1933. 

Question: What autos were the 

first to use a standardized 

production key-start system? 

Answer: The 1949 Chryslers. 

Question: What did the Olds 

designation 4-4-2 stand for? 

Answer: 4 barrel carburetor, 4 

speed transmission, and dual 

exhaust. 

Question:  What car was the first 

to place the horn button in the 

center of the steering wheel? 

Answer: The 1915 Scripps-Booth 

Model C. The car also was the 

first with electric door latches. 

Question: What U.S. production 

car has the quickest 0-60 mph 

time? 

 

Answer: The 1962 Chevrolet 

Impala SS 409. Did it in 4.0 

seconds. 

Question: What's the only car to 

appear simultaneously on the 

covers of Time and Newsweek? 

 

Answer: The Mustang. 

Question: What was the lowest 

priced mass produced American 

car? 
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Answer: The 1925 Ford Model T 

Runabout. Cost $260, $5 less 

than 1924. 

Question: What is the fastest 

internal-combustion American 

production car? 

Answer: The 1998 Dodge Viper 

GETS-R, tested by Motor Trend 

magazine at 192.6 mph. 

Question: What automaker's first 

logo incorporated the Star of 

David? 

Answer: The Dodge Brothers. 

Question: Who wrote to Henry 

Ford, "I have drove Fords 

exclusively when I could get 

away with one. It has got every 

other car skinned, and even if my 

business hasn't been strictly legal 

it don't hurt anything to tell you 

what a fine car you got in the V-

8"? 

 

Answer: Clyde Barrow (of 

Bonnie and Clyde) in 1934. 

Question: What car were the first 

production V12, as well as the 

first production car with   

aluminum pistons? 

Answer: The 1915 Packard 

Twin-Six. Used during WWI in 

Italy, these motors inspired Enzo 

Ferrari to adopt the V12 himself 

in 1948. 

Question: What was the first car 

to use power operated seats? 

 

 

Answer: They were first used on 

the 1947 Packard line. 

Question: Which of the Chrysler 

"letter cars" sold the fewest 

amount? 

Answer:  Only 400, 1963, 300Js 

were sold (they skipped" "I" 

because it looked like a number 

1) 
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Question: What car company 

was originally known as Swallow 

Sidecars (aka SS)? 

Answer: Jaguar, which was an 

SS model first in 1935,  

and ultimately the whole 

company by 1945. 

Question: What car delivered the 

first production V12 engine? 

Answer: The cylinder wars were 

kicked off in 1915 after  

Packard's chief engineer, Col. 

Jesse Vincent, introduced its 

Twin-Six. 

Question: When were seat belts 

first fitted to a motor vehicle? 

Answer: In 1902, in a Baker 

Electric streamliner racer which 

crashed at 100 mph on Staten 

Island! 

Question: In January 1930, 

Cadillac debuted its V16 in a car 

named for a theatrical version of 

a 1920s film seen by Harley Earl 

while designing the body, what’s 

that name? 

Answer: The "Madam X", a 

custom coach designed by Earl 

and built by Fleetwood. The 

sedan featured a retractable 

landau top above the rear seat. 

Question: Which car company 

started out German, yet became 

French after WWI? 

Answer: Bugatti, founded in 

Mosheim in 1909, became  

French when Alsace returned to 

French rule. 

Question: In what model year 

did Cadillac introduce the first 

electric sunroof? 

Answer: 1969. 

 

 

Question: What U.S. production 

car had the largest 4 cylinder 

engine? 

Answer: The 1907 Thomas 

sported a 571 cu. in. (9.2liter) 

engine. 

 

Question: What car was 

reportedly designed on the back 

of a Northwest Airlines 

airsickness bag and released on 

April fool’s Day, 1970? 
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Answer: 1970 Gremlin, (AMC). 

Question: What is the Spirit of 

Ecstasy? 

Answer: The official name of the 

mascot of Rolls Royce,  

she is the lady on top of their 

radiators. 

Question: What was the 

inspiration for MG's famed 

octagon-shaped badge? 

Answer: The shape of founder 

Cecil Kimber's dining table.  

MG stands for Morris Garages. 

Question: In what year did the 

"double-R" Rolls Royce badge 

change from red to black? 

Answer: 1933. 

 

 

 

 

 

RUMBLER MINISTRY 
Story & Photos by Scott W. Block 

 

 
 

As you may have figured out, 

even though I am a “man-of-the-

cloth”, I love rock and roll. Yes 

indeed the two can go together. 

Growing up in the 70’s and 80’s I 

listened to the best rock-n-roll 

music in the world! Led 

Zeppelin, Bad Company, Black 

Sabbath, Ted Nugent, REO 

Speedwagon, Aerosmith, 

Scorpion, Molly Hatchet, Lynyrd 

Skynyrd, ZZ Top, Jethro Tull, 

Styx, .38 Special, with some 

occasional Rolling Stones 

sprinkled in….Big hair and even 

bigger amplifiers with electric 

guitars was the way we listened 

to music. Cruising around in my 

‘70 Chevelle SS with the 

windows down, music blasting 

from the eight-track (and later the 

cassette), with wind blowing 

through my long hair, which by 

the way was not a mullet. Ahhh, 

the good ‘ol days…. 

Cars, summer, and rock-n-roll. 

What could be finer? This stuff is 

mixed right into the cultural 

DNA of America. For me, and 
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for you, armed with a brand 

spankin’ new driver’s license, it 

was a rite of passage to pick up 

our friends and go cruising. 

Going back further, we cruised 

because those before us cruised, 

which gave us a heritage and a 

tradition. They cruised with the 

immortal words of Chuck Berry 

blaring from the AM radio, of 

“cruisin’ and playing’ the radio 

with no particular place to go.” 

Some songs, like the 1905 “In 

My Merry Oldsmobile” 

addressed our car culture while 

rock music gave it a “driving” 

beat. Rock-n-roll propelled us 

into the muscle car era and gave 

us a soundtrack for generations to 

come. The first credited rock-n-

roll song ever recorded was 

“Rocket 88”. And yeah, it was 

about a car! 

In thinking about this article, I 

searched around on the web 

looking for guitars and cars. Did 

you know that Billy Gibbons of 

ZZ Top actually had a book 

written about him? It’s entitled, 

“Rock + Roll Gearhead.” Who 

knew? You can find it here: 

http://www.amazon.com/Billy-

Gibbons-Rock-Roll-

Gearhead/dp/0760340307 

So in David Letterman style, and 

perhaps the legend himself, 

Casey Kasem, here are some 

rock-n-roll songs that were 

recorded about cars and cruising. 

Rocket 88 by Ike Turner and 

Jackie Brentson from 1951. 

Yeah, it’s a bit older than I am. 

And I have never owned the 

Oldsmobile V8 with its legendary 

motor. But there it is. 

Hot Rod Lincoln from 

1955/1971, by Charlie 

Ryan/Commander Cody and His 

Lost Planet Airmen. Do you 

remember, “Son you gonna drive 

me to drinking’ if you don’t stop 

driving’ that Hot Rod Lincoln.” 

We don’t really think this 

ushered in the muscle car era, but 

it was a good start. 

409 by the Beach Boys from 

1962. Well, now we are talking 

muscle. The big-block 409 cubic 

inch Chevrolet V8. It was 

produced from 1961 to 1965 and 

produced a whopping 425hp. It 

was a favorite for the new style 

hot-Rodders that were making its 

way into our psyche. Brian 

Wilson, the leader of the Beach 

Boys, oddly though was not a car 

enthusiast. 

 

And yet the Beach Boys came 

out with another hit, Little Deuce 

Coupe from 1963. The original 

deuce, a 1932 Ford, today is now 

a classic street rod. It would be 

my next choice for a street rod. 

I’ll take it in red please! 

Hey Little Cobra from the Rip 

Chords in 1964. Eventually the 

Cobra became associated with 

Carroll Shelby as Ford’s answer 

http://www.amazon.com/Billy-Gibbons-Rock-Roll-Gearhead/dp/0760340307
http://www.amazon.com/Billy-Gibbons-Rock-Roll-Gearhead/dp/0760340307
http://www.amazon.com/Billy-Gibbons-Rock-Roll-Gearhead/dp/0760340307
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to the Chevrolet Corvette. Cobras 

are highly collectible today. The 

muscle car era is growing up! 

GTO by Ronny and the 

Daytona’s from 1964. Here is 

Pontiac’s famous performance 

car. It originally had a 389 with 

325hp. Perhaps this car is the 

very first American muscle car. 

Fun, Fun, Fun, till her Daddy 

takes the T-Bird Away, the 

Beach Boys from 1964. Yet 

another Beach Boys car song. 

Mustang Sally by Wilson Pickett 

in 1966. The Mustang came into 

production in 1964 by, the mini-

van guy, Lee Iacocca. The 

muscle cars were coming out 

more and more! 

Little Red Corvette by Prince 

from 1982. The ‘Vette is still a 

sought out muscle car today and 

like me, holding up quite well in 

its middle age. 

Pink Cadillac by Bruce 

Springsteen from 1984. You can 

probably think about many other 

songs that have been written 

about Cadillac’s. Some people 

have even threatened to bury in 

theirs! 

Well, that about does it for 

guitars, cars, and rock-n-roll. 

What does it have to do with 

ministry? Not much, if I say so 

myself. However, though guitars 

come and go, bands with big hair 

come and go, and the beloved 

muscle cars come and go, God 

does not. God is always here, 

never changing, always loving, 

always forgiving, and always 

granting grace, mercy, and peace. 

God does this for all people, even 

if they did wear a mullet! 

May God look upon you with 

favor and give you peace in your 

mind and faith in your heart. 

Keep on cruisin’. Blessings to all 

of you. 

 

 

 

 

 

HIGHWAY TO HELL? 
Story & Photos by Brian Kamlitz 

 

 
 

This all started July 18th on the 

James Valley Street Machines 

first black top tour 2014. Bensch 

was excited to go on the tour with 

the car club with his nephew 

Walter from Montana, driving his 

wife's 2 seats convertible. The 

week before he was sending me 

pictures of hot rods and rat rods, 

what do you think of these or 

how about this one or hey look at 

this one! I would reply back to 

his emails or texts to just keep 

looking you will come across one 

that is rare and cool. So around 

the 10th of August 2014 Paul and 

Marie his Mom found this 1963 

Mercury Comet Convertible on 

eBay and they went back and 

forth on bids, then it was gone, 

then reappeared a day later way 

less than the buy it now before.  
 

I get a text "I bought a 1963 

Mercury Comet Convertible" I 

reply oh really, yep we gotta go 

to Seattle and drive it home. My 

response have it shipped on a 

transport carrier to save on the 

miles of the car and 
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expenses ...LOL Paul says nope 

we are flying out to drive this 

Comet 1332 miles home in 2 

days, really when you got this 

planned ? First weekend of 

September, ok I suppose, Paul 

says we haven't did anything 

stupid and crazy in years so let's 

get it done. The travel starts on 

Friday September 5th 600am at 

the Jamestown Municipal airport 

the flight was at 755am, got 

loaded and off to Denver 

Colorado, let's just say the 

landing in Denver was a rough 

one 19 mph side winds and my 

mistake was to watch out the 

window LOL I have jumped 

approaches and landed softer 

than that landing a little butt 

pucker there..... The flight to 

Seattle was in 2 hours so had 

breakfast in the airport and had to 

walk to Valley City to the 

terminal gate to board the flight 

to Seattle. Got on the flight on 

time and landed in Seattle on 

time so we got on the lite rail in 

Seattle, rode the train to just 3 

blocks from the Bridgeport ferry, 
 

 
 

330 pm pacific time we got on 

the ferry to cross over to 

Kingsport Paul's friends wife 

picks us up to take us to the 

Comet Thanks Tracy!! We meet 

the owner at her work and we 

follow her to her condo, WOW 

what a view she had looking 

from her balcony so we got the 

keys and took it outside to look it 

over..... Nice car but needs some 

TLC, so we said our good byes to 

the owner and Tracy and off to 

the ferry we go. Next we find a 

store to buy some tools and fluids 

for this HUGE blacktop trek from 

Seattle to Jamestown ND The car 

seems to run good and drives 

nice except when you turn left 

the rear tire rubs the quarter panel 

and major gas smell when filling, 

Friday night stayed in Ellensburg 

WA got up early Saturday 

morning and put an external 

power cord for charging cell 

phones and Tom GPS checked 

fluids and hit the road, had lunch 

in Coeur d'Alene Id and hit the 

road again stopped in Wallace ID 

for fuel and a pop, well the next 6 

miles was the end of a start of a 

new mission, going up Lookout 

pass at the Idaho / Montana 

border I smell antifreeze Paul 

goes bad and next the car fills 

with smoke we both said YEP so 

we pull over on one of the largest 

passes and we got antifreeze , 

tranny fluid , gas leaking from 

the Comet and 1080 miles to so 

we let it cool down for a bit 

trying to figure out our plan next. 

We get it started and climb to the 

top at the lookout pass ski resort 

and start making calls. Paul 

makes arrangements to get us 

picked up at the resort and get us 

to Missoula MT I am making 

arrangements to get us picked up 

around Billings MT tomorrow 

Sunday. 
 

Paul's father in law Vance finds a 

trailer in Whitefish MT and 

travels 5 hours to get up loaded 

up and to Missoula MT. 

 

 
 

I get my son Garrett which lives 

in Minot ND I call him and ask 

him if he could find a trailer and 

start trekking west to pick us up, 

he says your kidding aren't you 

LOL , I said nope he goes I will 

call you back in a bit, so I call my 

daughter she is on her way home 

from Wahpeton ND from college 

so I said can you get some stuff 

ready for Garrett to pick up in a 

few hours she says yep I will call 

you when I get to your house, 

Garrett calls and says he is on his 

way and will keep in contact 

where we both are by cell phone. 

Just so all knows Garrett broke 

his collar bone a week before this 

and just had surgery on it, so I am 

making arrangements to have all 

the equipment and trailer to be 

ready when he arrives in 

Jamestown ND to pick up my 

trailer tie downs ok and we are 

heading east broke down around 

200 pm and on the road at 830 

pm We got to Missoula MT 

around 1100 pm and Garrett calls 

and said he is loaded up and 

heading west thanks to Steph, 

Torri, Jake, Andrew all Garrett 

had to do is drive, he said he is 

going to stay at my sisters in 

Bismarck ND Sleeping in 
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Missoula MT Garrett calls and 

says I'm just entering Montana 

now so get up LOL so we got up 

and got going 630am so we are 

both traveling to meet looks like 

Billings MT will be the spot, we 

arrive in Billings MT around 

1230 pm mountain time get the 

Comet transferred from the 

borrowed trailer to my trailer in 

the parking lot of Cabela’s. 
 

 
 

I bought some ammo Paul buys 

some ammo Vance buys some 

ammo and Garrett is looking 

guns and I found my shotgun 

plunger too, we met up David 

Heidi Justine Allison in the 

parking lot, we stopped and had 

lunch and hit the road. 
 

 
 

Garrett drove all the way home 

we stopped for supper in 

Bismarck ND and got back home 

at 1050pm Sunday night , a lot of 

tire wear and gas burned and 

GoPro video as well as Paul J. 

Says these kind of memories 

can't be made with the wild crazy 

trips of out of control Hot 

Rodders.  

So the Comet is home safe in 

Jamestown ND after 51 years of 

life in the Kingston WA area. 
 

 
 

I want to thank all that helped us 

out that weekend and the 

thousands of readers reading this 

story.  
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Story & Photos by Searle Swedlund 

 

 
 

As we wind down these final 

snowless days, I would 

encourage you to drive the 

National Scenic Sheyenne Valley 

Byway. 

The byway begins at the Bald hill 

Dam just north of Valley City 

and ends in Lisbon, ND.  Along 

the 75 miles route are 27 

information panels to tell the 

history of the region.  Along the 

byway you will find a number of 

interesting stops. 

The community of Lisbon is a 

blossoming small town with a 

bustling downtown.  Along the 

Sheyenne is a beautiful 9-hole 

golf course.  Lisbon is also home 

to the ND Veteran’s home that 

houses a wonderful display 

honoring our nation’s veterans. 

Fort Ransom and Fort Ransom 

State Park host a number of great 

summer celebrations, but this 

time of year you can find 

breathtaking views of the river 

valley.   

The Slattum Cabin is a restored 

log cabin of Norwegian 

homesteader Theodore P. 

Slattum.  Across from the site 

you will find remains of a 

historic mill site. 

Rural churches, rural school 

houses, Standing Rock Hill State 

Historic Site, the Valley City 

Medicine Wheel Park,  the 

Barnes County museum, and 

Baldwin Dam are just a few of 

the major sites along the way. 

The Sheyenne River Valley is 

also home to a portion of the 

North Country Trail.  The North 

Country Trail is America’s 

longest National Scenic Trail 

stretching 4600 miles from New 

York State to Lake Sakakawea in 

North Dakota.  The trail 

following the Sheyenne River 

where hikers can find maintained 

paths along this beautiful river. 

There is still time for adventure 

in North Dakota.  If you’d like 

more information about the 

Sheyenne Valley Byway or 

anyone of the other 10 ND 

Byways and Back ways, please 

contact Jamestown Tourism at 

guestinfo@discoverjamestownnd.

com. 

JAMESTOWN ELKS #995 

CLUB NEWS 
Story & Photos by Craig Gaier (Exalted 

Ruler)  

 

Hello everyone. Things are 

rolling right along this fall season 

at the Jamestown Elks Lodge.  

Woody's Porch (our 

meeting/party/dining room with 

kitchen facilities, named in 

memorial of one of our passed-on 

members, Craig Woodward) has 

been active and still has dates 

open for anyone who needs a 

place to hold their fall and winter 

festivities. Just contact Scott 

Anderson at the Lodge or at the 

Cork & Barrel Off-Sale (Elks # 

252-3642/Cork & Barrel # 952-

9463). 

 

We have just started the month 

off with our annual Stag night 

and a great time was held by all 

with plenty of food and drink; 

football and baseball on the big 

screen TV’s and lots of prizes. 

You just can't miss the next one 

when it comes around. 

The Hope Dinner After party at 

the Elks Lodge will be over by 

the time this goes to print and 

that is also a large event if it will 

be anything like last years was! 

The Lodge Clubroom/Tavern is 

mailto:guestinfo@discoverjamestownnd.com
mailto:guestinfo@discoverjamestownnd.com
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open to "everyone" (non-

members welcome) Monday 

through Friday from late 

afternoons until the patrons leave 

in the evening.  So come on 

down and check us out and if you 

like what you see and what we 

do, we're always seeking new 

membership (no strings attached 

and low cost dues). 

 

JAMESTOWN CLASSIC 

CAR CLUB NEWS 
Story & Photos by Craig Gaier 

(President)

 

The Jamestown Classic Car Club 

held its monthly meeting by 

cruising to Kensal, ND and 

having a dinner meeting at the 

Kensal Cafe. We had a great 

meal and there were a number of 

neat cars that made the trip. 

We’re already working on getting 

ready for our annual Winter 

Wheels Car Show at the 

Jamestown Civic Center to be 

held January 31st. Watch for our 

event special for the show. 

Next meeting October 28th; 

watch the Jamestown Sun in the 

28th edition for time and locale 

to be determined. 

 

SCENES FROM READERS 
Story & Photos by Thom Taylor (Hot Rod 

Magazine) 

From Peoria, Arizona, comes Ken Bregren’s 

’74 454ci Chevy pickup that he’s owned for 
more than 20 years. 

Chris Cannon cruises the Florida panhandle 
in his ’67 Nova running a 383ci stroker, with 

a “nasty, nasty cam” hooked to a Muncie 

four-speed.  

Chris Hoover has been slowly restoring his 

’30 Ford Model A pickup, including the 
original banger. Lookin’ good!  

Bill Wiseman sent photos of his uncle Greg 

Hoshack from Paulding, Ohio, who built this 
T-bucket back in ’69 from junkyard parts. Bill 

was eight and would accompany Greg on his 
parts quests back then. 

Though Jesse Traylor’s ’49 KB-1 

International looks like a stocker, it’s a 
sleeper with a ’13 Coyote motor out of a 

Mustang resting under the hood. 

“You know you’re a gearhead when you use 

the week’s groceries to cushion your fresh 
block’s ride home from the machine shop,” 

says Jim McCabe of Waterford, Connecticut. 

Crash Creighton calls his ’68 1-ton Chevy/’64 

Plymouth mashup his “field car” because a 

durable car on a truck chassis makes for a 
“perfect rugged vehicle.”  

http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_2.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_2.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_3.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_3.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_4.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_4.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_5.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_5.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_6.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_6.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_7.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_7.html
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This is a Radio Flyer wagon Tim and Jim 

McNeill have hot rodded. It has a 125cc 
motor and will run 45 mph. 

Believe it or not, M. Lackey drove his ’73 
Javelin 7,000 miles in just nine days.  

Bill Fleetwood sent pics of his brother Gene’s 
just-finished ’51 Henry J, built in his one-car 

garage in Glendale, Arizona. 

All that George from Minnesota says about 

this picture is that he’s been asking to buy this 

’68 Chevelle for 31 years, but the owner says, 
“I’m going to restore that someday.” He 

better hurry. 

At Horopito’s Smash Palace in New Zealand, 

David Turner poses proudly with the 
beginnings of his next hot rod project. Good 

luck!  

Eddie Pearson of Spartanburg, South 

Carolina, has this pair of Torinos in tip-top 

condition and drives them weekly. The 428 
Cobra Jet on the right is a Holman Moody 

special.  

You won’t find a nicer four-door than Joe 

McLaughlin’s ’63 Nova, which he’s been 

working on since he was a senior in high 
school.  

 

We love the one-year-only ’58 Impalas, 
especially when they look like Don Jones’ 

home-built Chevy with a bored 348ci V8 and 

700R-4 Trans.  

Start ’em young! This is little five-year-old 

Evelyn Farias from Chino, California, 

wrenching on father Joseph’s ’67 Impala L79 
engine.  

CLASSIC CAR SUMMARY 

1948 DESOTO CUSTOM 

CONVERTIBLE COUPE 

Story & Photos by Brian Earnest (Old Cars 
Weekly) 

 

Ken Steinke had always wanted 

to do at least one custom car 

project in his lifetime. So when 

he was convinced the time had 

finally come to customize a car, 

he chose a car that he already 

owned and had drooled over 

since the first time he laid eyes 

on it. 

http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_8.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_8.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_9.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_9.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_10.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_10.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_11.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_11.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_12.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_12.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_13.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_13.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_14.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_14.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_16.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_16.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_15.html
http://www.hotrod.com/feature_stories/1409_scene_by_readers_september_2014/photo_15.html
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1948-desoto-custom-convertible-coupe/attachment/1948-desoto-1-2
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Customized 1948 Desoto’s don’t 

exactly grow on trees, so the car 

would definitely be unique. And 

of course, the name of the car 

was already a “Custom” in 

DeSoto nomenclature — the 

beautiful convertible couple was 

a member of the Custom Series, 

one step above the deluxe models 

on the DeSoto menu. 

Steinke, a resident of Wausau, 

Wis., wasn’t thinking about 

customizing the car when he first 

spotted it. He never even really 

considered owning such a 

machine, but a series of unlikely 

events helped him cross paths 

with the DeSoto back in the late 

1960s. 

“It started when I was 14. We 

used to have a hangout in 

Wausau by a small local church 

on a corner, and of course we 

used to watch all the cars go by,” 

Steinke recalled. “And I’d see 

this guy drive by in this car. It 

was green, and I just thought, 

‘God, that is the neatest car.’ 

Then later in high school, I was 

dating this girl and we went over 

to her girlfriend’s house one 

night and the car was sitting 

there! And I said, ‘Hey, who 

owns this car?’ And she said, ‘A 

guy that plays in a band with my 

brother.’  I said, ‘Oh my God, I 

have followed that car since I 

was 14!’ Well, I was probably 

only 17 at the time.” 

  

Steinke said he always 

remembered the owner’s name, 

and years later he saw the man’s 

obituary in the local newspaper. 

Not long after that, opportunity 

finally knocked for him to buy 

the car for himself, even though 

he couldn’t really afford it. 

“I was talking to an older lady in 

the neighborhood one time and 

she said, ‘I’m so sad, my best 

friend’s husband passed away.’ 

And she said [his name] … and I 

said, ‘Hey, is that the guy with 

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1948-desoto-custom-convertible-coupe/attachment/1948-desoto-9
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1948-desoto-custom-convertible-coupe/attachment/1948-desoto-9
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the green ’48 DeSoto?’ [Laughs]. 

I said, ‘What is she going to do 

with it?’ She said, ‘I don’t know, 

probably keep it.’ I said 

‘Dorothy, you tell her that if she 

ever wants to sell that, I would 

really be interested.’ 

“Well, we were newly married 

and everything and trying to 

build up something of a life, and 

all of a sudden out of nowhere I 

get the call. It’s her and she says, 

‘I’m going to sell the DeSoto.’ 

She wanted a hundred and a 

quarter. Well, she could have said 

$30,000. I didn’t have any 

money, and I didn’t have a 

hundred and a quarter. I actually 

went to a bank to borrow the 

$125, and I drove it over to my 

mother’s house and put it in my 

garage.” 

 

That was in 1968, and Steinke 

drove the car occasionally in the 

years that followed, but the 

convertible coupe was 

deteriorating and needed more 

repairs than he could afford. He 

thought about selling it, but 

decided to hang onto it a while 

longer after a man he knew 

promised to work on it for cheap. 

“I took it out to a guy who said ‘I 

can fix it up for you,’ and it sat in 

his brush pile, that’s what I call 

it, for five years, and it really 

went to hell then.” 

Steinke finally went and retrieved 

the DeSoto and reluctantly listed 

it for sale. “I brought it home and 

put an ad in the paper to sell it for 

a hundred and a quarter — what I 

paid for it. I had one phone call 

and nothing happened, so I kept 

it. Finally, I started accumulating 

a little cash and I bought a ’38 

Oldsmobile and I bought another 

car and then I said, ‘Well, this 

one’s got to be done.’ So I started 

tearing the carpeting out of it and 

there was no floor left in the car. 

The floor was totally gone. I have 

pictures of it and people can’t 

believe it’s the same car. Even 

the trunk floor was gone. I knew 

it was soft, but I didn’t know it 

was that bad… Out in that field, 

that really did a number on it, but 

it was going to need some [help] 

anyway. The guy who had owned 

it drove it year-round. This was 

his car and he drove it in the 

winter.” 

 

Steinke hadn’t restored any cars 

himself at the time, but he was 

willing to do what it took to 

rescue his beloved DeSoto, even 

against the advice of some of his 

car friends. “I had no idea what I 

was doing, but I had some 

buddies come over who had been 

restoring cars and they said I 

should look for a better vehicle, 

this one is too rough. But I finally 

had a guy say, ‘I can weld in 

some rockers and stuff,’ and I 

said great and we started doing it 

and put it together. Then we put 

the engine together and it’s been 

a great car and a great rider ever 

since.” 

At the time, Steinke made the 

decision to keep the DeSoto as 

original as he could. He changed 

the paint color from green to a 

factory-correct Hawaiian Tan. A 

local upholstery guy did a new 

authentic-style interior for the 

car, and the interior has remained 

mostly untouched since then. 

 

 

The tufted upholstery was one of 

the calling cards on the DeSoto 

Custom S-10 series. The all-steel-

body Desoto’s, and all their 

Chrysler brethren, were boldly 

restyled for 1942, and the look 

remained much the same up 

through 1948. There were 

reshaped fenders; large, wrap-

around bumpers; and a fancy 

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1948-desoto-custom-convertible-coupe/attachment/1948-desoto-7-2
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1948-desoto-custom-convertible-coupe/attachment/1948-desoto-2-2
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1948-desoto-custom-convertible-coupe/attachment/1948-desoto-5-2
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1948-desoto-custom-convertible-coupe/attachment/1948-desoto-6-2
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grille with S-shaped vertical bars. 

Other high-end touches included 

burl and grain interior 

moldings; dual electric wipers; 

arm rests; foam seat pads; folding 

rear seats on sedans, limousines 

and broughams; tailored 

carpeting; and concealed running 

boards. Custom models were 

clearly identified by the 

nameplates on the sides of the 

hood. The front compartment was 

equipped with tailored carpets 

and chrome-plated window 

sashes. Front seat cushions 

included a foam rubber pad. 

Three colors of broadcloth 

upholstery were available: green, 

blue and tan. The convertible 

coupe had Bedford cord and 

leather in various colors. 

Under the hood was a bigger 

“Power master” six that pushed 

out 115 hp. Safe Guard hydraulic 

brakes did the stopping.  A three-

speed manual transmission was 

standard, while a Fluid Drive 

transmission with “Tip Toe” 

shifting was a $121 option. 

The standard wheelbase for the 

four DeSoto body styles — 

convertible coupe, club coupe, 

two-door sedan and four-door 

sedan — was 121.5 inches, while 

the “long-wheelbase” eight-

passenger sedan, Suburban and 

Limousines shared a 139.5-inch 

chassis. 

DeSoto was the 15th-largest U.S. 

automaker for 1948 with 93,369 

cars built, including 8,100 

Custom convertible coupes like 

Steinke’s car, which carried a 

base price of $2,296. Plenty of 

cars came and went from his fleet 

in the years that followed, but the 

1948 DeSoto seemed to have 

found a permanent home. Steinke 

had simply never come across a 

car he liked more, and he never 

found a compelling reason to part 

with the car. 

 

That almost changed in 1997, 

however. “I got heart disease, so 

I started selling everything,” he 

said. “I’d have five or six cars at 

a time, and I started getting rid of 

everything. 

“Well, at the time everybody was 

modifying cars, and I thought, 

‘What car would I take and 

modify?’ I always wanted to do 

one. I want to do one 

modification, and I decided to do 

it with this.” 

 

The trouble was he liked the 

convertible coupe so much the 

way it was, Steinke didn’t have a 

lot of things he wanted to change. 

The one big change he settled on 

was under the hood, where he 

decided to swap out the car’s 

original 236.6-cid, 109-hp L-head 

six-cylinder. In its place went a 

318-cid V-8, attached to a rear 

end from a ’73 Volare. “The 

engine came out of a ’72 Dodge 

Van, I think,” he said. “It rides 

great. I had to get used to it 

because I was so used to that 

flathead six.” 

A friend adapted a tilt steering 

column from a Chevrolet van so 

that Steinke can adjust his driving 

position. The steering wheel is 

original equipment, as is almost 

everything on the car beyond the 

drive train. There are dual 

exhausts peeking out the back, 

which generate plenty of reaction 

from educated observers. “People 

will walk by and somebody will 

say, ‘God, I don’t remember 

DeSoto having duals.’ And 

another guy will say, ‘He did 

something with this!’ Back in the 

day, guys used to put fake duals 

on them. It would be single 

exhaust with another pipe. This 

one is actually a dual exhaust.” 

Steinke added some non-original 

spoke wheel covers, and 

Bickford’s Vintage Woodworks 

of Iola, Wis., put on a new cloth 

top. “It’s a stay fast top. It 

doesn’t fade like the haartz cloth 

I put on before. It was tan, and in 

three years it was white from 

fading… This has probably been 

on 10 years and it hasn’t faded. 

In fact, I liked the top so much, I 

liked the top so much I brought 

down my ’36 Buick phaeton and 

had them do a top for that one, 

too, even though there was 

nothing wrong with it. I just liked 

the way those tops look and the 

way they last.” 

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1948-desoto-custom-convertible-coupe/attachment/1948-desoto-4-2
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1948-desoto-custom-convertible-coupe/attachment/1948-desoto-8-2
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Steinke himself tried his hand at 

painting for the first time and 

gave the car a new Hawaiian Tan 

coat of paint. “I’m not a painter 

or anything, but I learned a little, 

enough to paint this car. It’s got a 

few bubbles in the paint on the 

sides, still. I think I’m going to 

try to take care of those this 

winter.” 

Steinke had no clue when he first 

spied the DeSoto, still wearing 

green paint, that he’d ever have a 

lifetime bond with the car. The 

pair has been through plenty 

together — poverty, children, 

long stretches of bleak 

separation, rotten floorboards, 

and a couple of rebuilds included. 

Back in the late 1990s when he 

began having heart troubles, 

Steinke couldn’t be certain that 

either he or his 1948 DeSoto 

would still be kicking in 2014, 

but they are still both going 

strong and were together again at 

this year’s Iola Old Car show in 

Wisconsin. If the DeSoto has 

managed to last this long, it’s 

unlikely the two will part anytime 

soon. 

 

“I sold everything else, but I 

always kept this one because it 

was so special to me,” Steinke 

said. “The others were special, 

too, but not like this. I fell in love 

with this car when I was a young 

kid.” 

 

 

 

68 CHEVROLET NOVA SS 

COPO 9738 396 TH400 
Story & Photos by Doug Marion (Super 

Chevy Magazine) 

 

 

50 Built, 12 Left 

After COPO legend Dennis 

Hartweg's untimely passing some 

years ago, his wife, Ann, brought 

their Grecian green COPO 9738 

Nova (#15) to the annual Fred 

Gibb Memorial Car Show in 

LaHarpe, IL, and to the 

Monmouth, IL, Cruise-In the 

night before. Dennis' father was 

the service manager at Fred Gibb 

Chevrolet during its high-

performance glory years. Iowa 

COPO legend Kim Howie 

uncovered it in 1989 and 

eventually sold it to the 

Hartwegs. 

Heading into Chevrolet model 

year 1968, the overall high-

performance world was pegging 

its collective rev limiter, so to 

speak. Chevrolet drag racing 

records were by and far number 

one, as were the huge amount of 

enthusiastic Chevrolet fans and 

followers. How so? Think back 

to all the great models and 

engines produced since late 1954. 

To be sure, for all those who 

were there, this was the greatest 

15 years of Chevrolet 

performance cars. It was evident 

the Bow Tie brigade wasn't about 

to slow down any time soon. 

In studying both market and 

customer needs, Chevrolet knew 

the Chevy II had to head in a 

slightly new direction. Hence, a 

totally new car was created. 

Some called it "bigger, bolder, 

and macho." An accurate 

description, as the '68 edition had 

a superior chassis and suspension 

than previous models. It also had 

four powerful engine options, the 

L30 and L79 327 small-blocks, 

plus the L34 and L78 big-blocks. 

In my eight prior years of drag 

racing, about the only thing 

Chevrolet didn't offer or seem to 

care about was record-setting fast 

models equipped with a viable 

automatic transmission. But that 

was about to change come July. 

In early 1968, Fred Gibb, owner 

of Fred Gibb Chevrolet in 

LaHarpe, Illinois, asked 

Chevrolet's Product Promotion 

Manager, Vince Piggins, if it 

would be possible to build a '68 

Nova SS L78 396 with a GM 

TH400 automatic transmission 

via the Central Office Production 

Order (COPO) program. 

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1948-desoto-custom-convertible-coupe/attachment/1949-desoto-3
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Changing the stall speed in the 

torque converter was a recently 

known given, and Gibb thought 

the 375hp 396 Nova SS could be 

a winner in Stock and Super 

Stock Automatic transmission 

classes. Piggins and company 

readily agreed. To be legal in 

either eliminator, a total of at 

least 50 would have to be built. 

Gibb said his dealership would 

take all of them. They would be 

built in early July at the Willow 

Run Plant in Ypsilanti, Michigan. 

The program was given COPO 

number 9738. According to 

Gibb/Chevrolet published 

records, the suggested retail 

price, less document fees and 

taxes, was $3,592.12. This was a 

very good price, as other big-

block SS 396 Nova’s with a fair 

amount of options listed for 

$4,500 or more. 

 

Ann Hartweg's L78 375hp 396 

looks 100-point perfect. Note the 

factory air injection pump. COPO 

owner and historian Kim Howie 

first tracked the Nova down-then 

its engine! It was in Donnie 

Melton's work-in-progress '57 

post. Howie bought it carb-to-pan 

and reinstalled it where it should 

be. 

Gibb and representatives therein 

quickly chose but a few options: 

the base Super Sport package, 

Turbo 400 automatic 

transmission with a slightly 

higher torque converter stall 

speed, a black or blue interior 

with bucket seats, center console 

with floor shifter, power-assisted 

drum brakes, heavy-duty 2.70-

inch-thick cross-flow radiator, 

14x6 steel wheels, and a 4.10:1 

Posi-traction differential. A total 

of five body colors were asked 

for, but only four were available: 

Fathom blue (20), Grecian green 

(10), Matador red (10), and 

Tripoli turquoise (10). Beige was 

the unavailable color, say those 

in the know. The factory 

warranty coverage was "limited 

90 day." 

The COPO 9738 Nova SS 

marked the very first factory 

Chevrolet car that linked a 

mechanical-lifter big-block V-8 

to an automatic transmission. In 

no time at all, they were known 

as "Mystery Nova’s." Not too 

many knew anything about them. 

The competition even protested 

when they saw one-they didn't 

know about the Nova TH400, 

either. It was well into August 

before the first cars were seen in 

competition. The very next 

month (September) the new '69 

models came out. 

 

Missouri's Ray Morrison never 

knew about the Fred Gibb COPO 

9738 Nova in 1968. He read Dick 

Harrell's ad for a 427, and then 

contacted his local dealer, who 

placed his order. Nova #37 was 

shipped from Fred Gibb 

Chevrolet to Harrell's shop, and 

in less than two weeks Ray 

Morrison bought the fastest, most 

potentially lethal car on the road. 

Most COPO 9738s didn't become 

known or even win major races 

and set records until the '69 

season. By this time most eyes 

and minds were focused on other 

'69 competition. The COPO 

9738s dominated their classes for 

many years to come, but-like so 

many other potent Chevy 

engines-they were indexed by the 

sanctioning bodies until they 

were no longer competitive. 

 

Gibb did a great thing in creating 

the COPO 9738, but there was so 

much else going on in late 1968 

through 1969 and 1970 that the 

COPO 9738 got swallowed up 

into performance lore and 

history. No one to our knowledge 

knows who bought each of these 
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Nova’s, much less where they 

ended up. On the next page you'll 

find a list of all 50 Nova’s by 

identification number. You might 

want to photocopy it for use 

when you spot an unsuspecting 

'68 Nova SS. You never know! 

What does the COPO 9738 Nova 

SS represent today? All 12 

currently known examples are an 

extremely valid piece of torrid 

Chevrolet drag racing history, 

one that will never be repeated. 

Plus, each of the remaining L78 

396/TH400 Nova’s began life 

documented as "1 of 50." 

Tracking efforts by the late 

Dennis Hartweg, original owner 

Ray Morrison, veteran enthusiast 

and COPO Nova owner Kim 

Howie, and others all believe 

there are more to be uncovered. 

Wait, there's more! 

To all who like collectibles, 

include this Dick Harrell front 

license plate on the front of Ray 

Morrison's Harrell-modified d 

427. Word is Harrell personally 

gave it to him. 

Dick Harrell '68 427 Nova 

"Mr. Chevrolet" Dick Harrell (as 

he was known) opened his first 

high-performance facility in St. 

Louis, Missouri, in 1967, then 

moved west to Kansas City in 

early 1968. He was a top 

Chevrolet national championship 

drag racer originally from New 

Mexico. In 1968, his business 

was a legal arm and 

representative of Fred Gibb 

Chevrolet. Gibb's service area 

wasn't set up to swap engines and 

build cars, but Harrell's was. 

Harrell's very first new car 

offering was this COPO 9738 

Nova SS both super-tuned and 

tricked out or with the L72 425hp 

427. Harrell also offered an L88 

427 race engine. As few as 10 

and as many as 20 out of the 50 

COPO 9738 396s originally built 

were so modified, say those close 

to the fold. Harrell also offered 

modifications to the COPO 9738 

396 such as super-tuning, tubular 

headers, hot ignition, traction 

bars, custom wheels, Stinger 

hood, and more. Of the 12 

remaining or known COPO 

9738s today, two are said to be 

super-tuned 396s, and two are 

transplanted 427s. Only one, a 

427, is still an original owner car, 

Ray Morrison's Danube blue 

beauty. 

Morrison was 28 in 1970. Today, 

he's a lad of 65. He had owned a 

new '66 L79 Chevy II and liked 

it. He did a lot of top-end blasts 

out in the southern Missouri 

countryside, but ultimately he 

wanted to go quicker and faster. 

A complete story on this car is in 

my Chevy II/Nova book coming 

out March 24, 2008, at major 

bookstores, Wal-Mart, 

Amazon.com, and other Internet 

book stores. 

 

This is original owner Ray 

Morrison's #37 '68 COPO 

9738/Harrell 427 front fender 

engine script. It was originally 

used on the rare '68 L72 427 full-

size Chevrolets. The L72 had a 

red background, while the 

smaller L36 427 had a gold 

background. 

Morrison campaigned his COPO 

973/Harrell 427 for its first three 

years. He said he won enough 

money the first year at the drags 

($2,700) to pay off the car's bank 

loan. When the '74 gas crunch 

hit, he replaced the 427 with a 

stock 350 and drove it to/from 

work. He then stored his Nova 

SS from 1976 to 1989. Because 

everyone knew that Fred Gibb 

Chevrolet had the latest "scoop" 

as well as the fastest machines, 

lore has it that a few COPO 

9738s were traded in on the new 

'69 ZL1 427 Camaro (a 

Gibb/Harrell creation). A SS/CA 

396 big-block COPO Nova SS 

was certainly great, as it could 

run in the 11.30s, but to go even 

quicker and faster, an iron or 

aluminum 427 big-block Camaro 

was even better. Published 

reports and drag records 

indicated it could run in the 

10.70s to 9.60s. 

The Stock Eliminator '68 COPO 

396 Nova SS indeed had low 12-

second potential at 110-plus mph 

in the quarter-mile and could run 

much quicker and faster when 

prepped for Super/Stock 

Eliminator. The Dick Harrell 427 

Nova’s were downright scary 

monsters that could do 0-60 mph 

in less than 4 seconds and burn 

rubber at virtually any road 

speed. We've known Ray 
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Morrison for more than 25 years, 

and we distinctly remember him 

mentioning a time or two, or 

three, when his shorts were 

puckered up REAL good. 

Folks, that's Chevy big-block, 

solid-lifter performance! 

Interestingly enough, not 

everyone raced at the Dragstrip, 

not even a little. Many owners 

hopped up their stock-appearing 

'68 Nova’s with a hot small-block 

engine as well as a 396 or 427 

big-block (or bigger) for street 

racing. But that's another story. 

Long live the Fred Gibb '68 

COPO 9738. 

RPO Four-Speed Big-Block 

'68-70 Nova SS 

Let us not forget the '68, '69, and 

'70 RPO manual transmission 

big-block Nova’s. The L34 

350hp 396 sales were 234, 1,947, 

and 1,802; L78 375hp 396 sales 

were 667, 5,262 and 3,765. We 

owned a '70 L34 for many years. 

CLASSIC CAR SUMMARY 

1939 CHEVROLET 

MASTER 85 
Story & Photos by Brian Earnest (Old Cars 
Weekly) 

 

Between the two of them, Wayne 

and Kevin Bennin have owned 

their grandfather’s 1939 

Chevrolet even longer than he 

did. But to them, the little black 

sedan will always be “Grandpa’s 

Chevy.” 

August Langenhahn, a carpenter 

from the small town of Kiel, 

Wis., ponied up about $800 back 

in 1939 for a new Chevrolet 

Master 85 two-door town sedan. 

The car wasn’t fancy by any 

means — it was jet black, with 

no options other than a heater to 

help him and his family survives 

the cold Wisconsin winters. 

Langenhahn was just a week shy 

of 90 years old when he passed, 

and the ’39 Chevy was still his 

everyday car up until his final 

years. “This was his daily driver. 

He had an Essex before this and 

this was the only car he had until 

he quit driving it,” noted Wayne 

Bennin, who now owns the 

Chevy. 

 

His grandsons all remember the 

car from their younger days. The 

kids all got regular rides in the 

car long before they were old 

enough to drive it themselves. 

“One of his chores when he had it 

was he clipped the cemetery,” 

Wayne noted. “He’d take the 

lawnmower and fold up the 

handle and drive it to the 

cemetery every Saturday.” 

“I rode in the back seat of this 

when I was a toddler,” Kevin 

added. “One summer when I was 

like 10 years old, or something 

like that, I’d go with him on 

Saturdays and mow the grass. It 

took us from like 9:00 in the 

morning until 2:00 in the 

afternoon. He took it to church 

and back and the store and back, 

things like that. He probably 

never drove it over 40 mph in his 

older years. 

“It was the only car he had until 

we bought it.” 

Langenhahn got too old to drive 

in the late 1960s, but his 

grandsons have made sure to 

keep the ’39 in the family. Kevin 

bought the car first, and then 

eventually sold it to Wayne, who 

finished restoring the Chevrolet 

with help from his son and a third 

brother, Dean. 

 

 

 

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1939-chevrolet-master-85/attachment/1939-chevy3
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1939-chevrolet-master-85/attachment/1939-chevy10
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1939-chevrolet-master-85/attachment/1939-chevy4
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1939-chevrolet-master-85/attachment/1939-chevy5
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1939-chevrolet-master-85/attachment/1939-chevy1
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The car has definitely become a 

full-fledged member of the 

family, although it did almost get 

away once. “I bought it for $20 

from Grandpa when I was in high 

school,” Kevin remembers. 

“Actually, my neighbor wanted 

to buy it and he was going to 

chop it up, so I bought it out from 

under him! 

“It ran very well. I actually drove 

it for about a year and a half in 

high school and probably didn’t 

treat it as well as I should have.” 

The car spent plenty of time in 

storage after that. Eventually, the 

brothers started to restore the 

engine and drive train. Three 

years ago, Wayne bought the 

Chevrolet from Kevin and a year 

later had it back on the road. “I 

bought it in 2011. We started the 

restoration of the engine and 

transmission in 1980. In the end, 

it was a complete body-off 

restoration, but we started by 

working on the engine and 

transmission and we worked on 

that back then … We didn’t 

finish the body work until after I 

bought it in 2011.” 

 

Wayne got a new interior through 

Hampton Coach and had United 

Auto Trim of Fond du Lac, Wis., 

install it. He and brother Dean 

did all the work on the engine 

and transmission. 

“Myself and my son and a friend 

of his, we did all the steel work, 

but I did have somebody do the 

bodywork as far as puttying and 

sanding and painting. Midwest 

Customs in Howards Grove, Jim 

Harris, did that,” Wayne said. 

“All four fenders were rusted 

through where dirt would 

accumulate, but they were all 

salvageable so there are no 

reproduction fenders on here. The 

rocker panels were kind of rotted 

out on both sides so we had to 

rebuild those, and they were all 

hand-fabbed and fitted in there. 

Really, mechanically it was 

sound. The brake drums were 

good, and they are all original. 

Grandpa took care of it and never 

drove it too fast… It had some 

broken glass. One back window 

got broken at an outdoor theater 

when somebody didn’t 

disconnect the speaker and tried 

to drive away. And the steering 

wheel turned real far one way but 

didn’t turn [well] the other way. 

That was from the time it went in 

the ditch.” 

Wayne had the car painted its 

original black color and did the 

red pinstriping himself. The 

stripes run the length of the car 

just above door-handle level and 

are matched by red circles around 

the hubcaps. “We tried to match 

that as close as possible,” Wayne 

said. “On the rims should be a 

band, a 1/8-inch band, not all the 

way to the center like I’ve got it. 

I did the best I could with that. 

I’ll probably get that redone.” 

The two-door Town Sedans were 

by far the most popular offering 

in the Master 85 (Series JB) 

lineup, which was the bottom tier 

for Chevrolet in 1939. Bennin’s 

car is one of 124,059 examples 

built for the model year. The 

Master Deluxe series was one 

step up from the Master 85 and 

slightly more popular among new 

car buyers. The trunk less sedan 

and coach styles were both 

dropped from the lineup that year 

as automobile design continued 

to evolve. 

 

All the Chevrolets that year 

carried the same 216.5-cid inline 

six-cylinder engine rated at 85 hp 

and mated to a three-speed 

manual transmission. The 16-

inch wheels carried a chassis that 

stretched 112-1/4 inches between 

the axles. Double-acting 

(airplane-type) shock absorbers 

were perhaps the biggest 

improvement on the new models. 

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1939-chevrolet-master-85/attachment/1939-chevy-9
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1939-chevrolet-master-85/attachment/1939-chevy7
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The 1939 Chevrolets had longer 

hoods. Their redesigned hoods, 

fenders, wheels and running 

boards made for a lower, longer 

appearance. The grille reached 

back along the fender line at the 

top and narrowed to around four 

inches at the bottom. It had a 

more rounded look with 

horizontal grille moldings and a 

horizontal bar effect on the splash 

aprons. The radiator was more 

upright. 

Headlights were mounted atop 

the front fenders. The door panel 

creases were eliminated and all 

four fenders were raised at the 

rear. Combination tail lamps 

were smaller and incorporated 

stop lamps. The front bumpers 

had a more rounded face bar and 

were otherwise unchanged. Four-

spoke steel wheels replaced the 

old eight-spoke type. Inside, the 

hand brake lever was moved to 

the cowl. A vacuum gearshift 

mounted on the steering column 

was a $10 option. 

The list price of August 

Langenhahn’s town sedan was 

about $669 before he added the 

heater, taxes and other dealer 

costs. He apparently wasn’t in the 

market for anything fancy. He 

wanted some basic 

transportation, and that’s what he 

got. 

 

“It’s kind of the Cavalier or 

Chevy Cobalt of the day,” Wayne 

noted. “There was no radio. It has 

three-speed on the floor. It’s a 

Master 85 so they didn’t have the 

vacuum assist. It’s got the leaf 

springs on the front. The Master 

would have had the knee-action. 

This was pretty much 

Everyman’s Chevrolet of 1939… 

The only option really was the 

heater. It’s only got one visor. 

There are no ashtrays … It 

doesn’t have the cords on the 

back of the seat. The Masters 

have the trim on the running 

board. The Master 85 did not.” 

 

Piloting the 1939 is not always an 

easy chore, especially at low 

speeds. Once it gets rolling, 

things smooth out nicely. “It’s a 

lot of fun to drive. You definitely 

have to plan your shifting, I guess 

you could say,” Wayne said. “It’s 

supposed to be a synchronized 

transmission, but not quite by 

today’s standards — 

downshifting in particular. It 

doesn’t like to downshift from 

second into first. It wants to 

crunch so you pretty much need 

to come to a stop, and then shift 

it. Third gear is nice and quiet, 

but first and second is pretty 

loud. The drum brakes do a good 

job, but they are not like today’s 

disc brakes.” 

The odometer shows 50,500 

miles and change, and Wayne 

doesn’t expect more miles to add 

up very quickly. He’s pretty 

careful with Grandpa’s Chevy 

these days and reserves most of 

its appearances to car shows and 

short trips around town. 

“We’ve put maybe 30 miles on it 

since the rebuild,” he laughed. 

“We’re very careful. I have a big 

trailer and we haul it around.” 

 

The car has collected its fair 

share of trophies the past few 

years, including three firsts in its 

class at its first three shows. 

Collecting hardware isn’t 

necessarily what August 

Langenhahn’s kin had in mind 

when they decided to keep his car 

alive and then bring it back to 

like-new condition, however. 

“My general idea was to dedicate 

it to Grandpa,” Wayne 

concluded. “I think he’d be 

happy the way it turned out. I’d 

really like to think so.” 

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1939-chevrolet-master-85/attachment/1939-chevy6
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1939-chevrolet-master-85/attachment/1939-chevy8
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THE TOP MUSCLE CARS 

OF THE 60’S & 70’S 
Story & Photos by (Top Speed Magazine) 

 

 
 

The early 60s all the way up to 

the 70s was a golden age for the 

American automotive industry if 

only for the simple fact that 

muscle cars were growing not 

just in number, but in overall 

stature. The muscle car arms race 

of the that time yielded plenty of 

options for customers looking for 

more power and metal-twisting 

torque from these vehicles. And 

the models only grew in 

popularity as more and more 

people began clamoring for the 

biggest, baddest, and most 

powerful machines. 

The general appeal these muscle 

cars offered to the growing 

American car culture of the time 

was the opportunity to own 

powerful cars that could be used 

for drag racing while also 

keeping costs at bay. At that 

time, a number of brands began 

developing their own models, 

including legendary names like 

the Ford Mustang , the Chevrolet 

Camaro , the Plymouth 

Barracuda , the Pontiac Trans-

Am , and the Dodge Charger , to 

name a few. 

While the golden age of 

American muscle was limited to 

parts of these two decades, the 

industry has enjoyed a 

renaissance of sorts in recent 

years. It’s not going to compare 

to the 60s or the 70s, but as 

proven by customer clamoring, 

the culture of American muscle 

cars is far from bearing its last 

legs. 

To pay tribute to the time where 

muscle was king of the road - and 

the drag strip - we have compiled 

a list of the 10 most memorable 

muscle cars of the golden age. 

 

1964 Pontiac GTO 

 

In many ways, the 1964 Pontiac 

GTO was regarded as one of the 

pioneer muscle cars during the 

golden age of the 60s and 70s if 

only because of the simple 

premise behind the build of the 

car. The idea was to find the 

largest engine and put it on the 

lightest body you can build. The 

brainchild of Russell Gee, Bill 

Collins, and John Delorean, the 

GTO was born because of a 

decision to put emphasis on a 

car’s street performance after 

General Motors, at that time, 

issued a ban on factory-

sponsored racing. 

All together, the three visionaries 

built the GTO as a muscle car 

that featured a 389 cu in (6.4-

liter) V8 engine with an output of 

325 horsepower at 4,800 rpm 

with an optional “Tri-Power” 

carburetion that produced an 

increased output of 348 

horsepower. Road tests done on 

the GTO at that time included a 

0-60 mph time of 6.6 seconds, a 

standing quarter-mile of 14.8 

seconds, and a quarter mile trap 

speed of 99 mph. 

Incidentally, the name of the 

Pontiac GTO was the idea of 

John Delorean who took the 

name from the Ferrari 250 GTO, 

one of the most iconic race cars 

in history, with the “GTO” 

standing as an Italian 

abbreviation for Gran Turismo 

Omologato. Through much 

controversy surrounding the 

name of the car and the general 

apprehension in how it was going 

to do in the box office, the GTO 

surprised a lot of people by 

becoming one of the most 

legendary muscle cars of all time. 

http://www.topspeed.com/cars/ford-mustang/ke428.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/chevrolet-camaro/ke248.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/chevrolet-camaro/ke248.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/plymouth-barracuda/ke1486.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/plymouth-barracuda/ke1486.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/pontiac/2011-pontiac-6t9-goat-by-trans-am-depot-ar109330.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/pontiac/2011-pontiac-6t9-goat-by-trans-am-depot-ar109330.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/dodge-charger/ke218.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/car-news/the-top-muscle-cars-of-the-60s-and-70s-ar110523/picture405359.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/pontiac/1964-2003-pontiac-gto-history-ar7261/pictures.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/pontiac/1964-2003-pontiac-gto-history-ar7261/pictures.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/ferrari/index108.html
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1967 Shelby Cobra 427 Super 

Snake 

 

Despite it’s streamlined, sports-

car looks, the 1967 Shelby Cobra 

427 Super Snake had the pulse of 

American muscle coursing 

through its veins. And judging by 

the limited number of cars built 

for this particular model, it 

shouldn’t be surprising that the 

most powerful Shelby to ever be 

built still carries the title of being 

one of the rarest American 

muscle cars in history. 

Carroll Shelby always wanted to 

have the fastest and meanest car 

on the road, and he set about 

doing it by introducing the 

Shelby Cobra 427 Super Snake 

back in 1967. Limited to only 

two units – yep! Two! - the 

Cobra 427 Super Snake was 

essentially a race car that was 

modified for use on the street and 

still holds acclaim as the most 

awesome of all the Cobras ever 

to be built. Not only was it 

powered by the Cobra’s top-of-

the-line 427 cu. in. V8 Shelby 

engine, but to give it some extra 

juice, Shelby decided to add in a 

pair of Paxton superchargers to 

the mix, effectively doubling the 

output of the 427 Cobra to a 

mind-boggling 800 horsepower. 

An American muscle car from 

the 60s that produces 800 

horsepower. Really, that’s all you 

need to know about the 1966 

Shelby Cobra 427 Super Snake. 

1968 Dodge Charger R/T 

 

The 1968 Dodge Charger R/T is 

one of those muscle cars that 

have definitely withstood the test 

of time. How else do you explain 

the car’s popularity these days, 

more than 40 years after the car 

first made waves in the late 60s? 

The answer, as Vin Diesel’s 

character in Fast and the Furious 

will tell you, is pretty simple: the 

’68 Charger R/T was, and still is, 

a true man’s car. It’s the type of 

muscle car that imposes an image 

of fear and star quality wrapped 

in one awesome package. With 

an unmistakable design that 

features the now famous hidden 

headlight grille, the overall curvy 

body, the refined tail, and the 

prevalent use of chrome on the 

car, the ’68 Charger R/T was in a 

class of its own back then. 

More than the impressive 

aesthetics and timeless design, 

the Charger R/T also boasted of a 

powertrain that featured a 440 cu. 

in. four-barrel Magnum V8 

engine that produced 375 

horsepower with an engine 

option in the form of the 426 

Hemi engine that came with 425 

horsepower. 

While other muscle cars at the 

time came out either with a more 

dynamic profile or a more 

powerful engine, nothing could 

compete with the Charger R/T 

when it came to the whole 

package. 

1968 Plymouth Road Runner 

Hemi 

 

It may have had a name that’s 

inspired from the Looney Tunes 

character, but make no mistake 

about it; the Plymouth Road 

Runner Hemi was all business, 

all the time. Coming with a 

standard powertrain that featured 

a 383-cid, four-barrel V8 engine 

with 335 horsepower or a more 

powerful 426-cid Hemi engine 

with 425 horsepower, the Road 

Runner Hemi became a popular 

choice for a muscle car in the late 

60s because it offered customers 

a back-to-basics package that 

underscored everything people 

wanted in a muscle car without 

the frills attached. 

In building the Road Runner 

Hemi, Plymouth pretty much put 

emphasis on the car’s 

performance, leaving all the 

styling intricacies behind. 

Nothing about the car’s looks 

screamed incredible because 

everything that wasn’t essential 

in improving the car’s 

performance was left out, 

http://www.topspeed.com/cars/car-news/the-top-muscle-cars-of-the-60s-and-70s-ar110523/picture405358.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/shelby/1967-shelby-cobra-427-super-snake-ar25745.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/shelby/1967-shelby-cobra-427-super-snake-ar25745.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/shelby-cobra/ke2263.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/shelby/index92.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/car-news/the-top-muscle-cars-of-the-60s-and-70s-ar110523/picture405360.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/dodge/1968-1978-dodge-charger-rt-history-ar450.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/magnum/index852.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/plymouth/1968-1980-plymouth-road-runner-ar27215.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/plymouth/1968-1980-plymouth-road-runner-ar27215.html
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including the interior where 

“added options” became a 

foreign concept. But despite its 

pedestrian looks, the Road 

Runner Hemi’s impressive 

powertrain certainly made up for 

all of it. 

 

As a side note, Plymouth actually 

paid Warner Brothers $50,000 for 

the rights to use the name and 

likeness of the Road Runner and 

another $10,000 to develop the 

“beep, beep” horn. Just goes to 

show that despite being a simple-

as-can-be muscle car, the 

Plymouth Road Runner Hemi 

still offered plenty of character. 

1969 Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 

 

The 1969 Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 

holds the distinction for being 

one of the fastest and most 

powerful American muscle cars 

of its time. It was conceived by 

drag racer Dick Harrell 

specifically for drag racing and 

came with a 427 cu in big-block 

V8 engine called the ZL1. This 

particular powertrain gave the 

Camaro all the performance 

output it needed - 500 

horsepower worth - to be 

considered as one of the foremost 

American beasts of its time, 

capable even of hitting 0-60 mph 

in just 5.3 seconds. 

All told, only 69 ZL1 Camaros 

were ever built, making this 

model one of the rarest and most 

important American muscle cars 

of its time. 

69 Ford Mustang 428 Cobra Jet 

 

The Ford Mustang has produced 

its fair share of doozy pony cars 

in the past, but nothing draws 

“oohs and ahhs” more than the 

1968 Mustang 428 Cobra Jet. 

Regarded as the model that took 

the fight to the big-block 

Camaros and Firebirds of the 

time, the Mustang Cobra Jet was 

a more powerful version of the 

Mustang and came with a 

powertrain worthy of its stature. 

Powering the Mustang Cobra Jet 

was a 428-cid V8 engine that 

featured larger valve heads than 

the standard Mustang, a ram-air 

induction, and a functional hood 

scoop, while also carrying the 

same intake manifold as that of 

its less powerful brethren. While 

Ford rated the Mustang Cobra Jet 

as having “only” 335 

horsepower, the truth was its 

output hit closer to 410 

horsepower. 

This figure was notable because 

it ushered in a new wave of 

interest for the Ford Mustang, 

which had been lagging behind 

the Chevrolet Camaro, the 

Pontiac Firebird, and the 

Plymouth Barracuda. With the 

release of the Mustang 428 Cobra 

Jet, the tables were finally turned 

and everyone started looking up 

to the legendary Mustang. 

1970 Chevrolet Chevelle SS 

 

A lot of people today are quick to 

label the Camaro as Chevrolet’s 

muscle car and while that, to an 

extent, is accurate, not a lot of 

people know that before the 

Camaro became Chevy’s go-to-

muscle car, that title belonged to 

the Chevrolet Chevelle SS. 

After being introduced in 1964 to 

signal Chevrolet’s entry into the 

world of muscle cars, the 

http://www.topspeed.com/cars/car-news/the-top-muscle-cars-of-the-60s-and-70s-ar110523/picture405357.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/chevrolet-camaro/ke248.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/chevrolet/1968-2002-chevrolet-camaro-history-ar1399.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/chevrolet/1968-2002-chevrolet-camaro-history-ar1399.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/car-news/the-top-muscle-cars-of-the-60s-and-70s-ar110523/picture405365.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/ford/1964-2006-ford-mustang-history-ar7823.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/chevrolet/index116.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/pontiac/index81.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/car-news/the-top-muscle-cars-of-the-60s-and-70s-ar110523/picture405362.html
http://www.topspeed.com/cars/chevrolet/1970-chevrolet-chevelle-ss-sl5-sl6-ar10540.html
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Chevelle trudged along for a 

number of years, registering 

enough to make a name for itself, 

but not enough to make its rivals 

worry. It wasn’t until 1970 when 

the Chevelle SS finally broke out, 

thanks in large part to a 454 cu. 

in. big-block V8 engine that 

produced 450 horsepower and 

500 lb/ft. of torque with a 0-62 

mph time of six seconds. 

 

Understated because of its more 

famous successor, the Chevelle 

was once Chevrolet’s official 

muscle car, something not lost to 

those who had the pleasure of 

owning this spectacular machine 

back in the day. 

1971 Plymouth Hemi ‘Cuda 

Convertible 

 

One of the rarest and most 

important muscle cars of the 70s 

is the 1971 Plymouth HemiCuda 

Convertible, a car that, to this 

day, remains as one of the most 

sought-after muscle cars in 

history. The HemiCuda, a direct 

descendant of the Plymouth 

Barracuda, became a rare gem, 

not only because it came with a 

425 cu. in. V8 engine that 

produced 425 horsepower, but 

because it served as Plymouth’s 

answer to the established names 

of that time, particularly the 

Camaro and the Mustang. 

But of all the Barracudas that 

ever came out, the 1971 

HemiCuda Convertible remains 

the crown jewel of them all. 

Limited to only 11 units, the 

HemiCuda Convertible is about 

as rare as any muscle car you’ll 

ever find. It certainly helped its 

cause for being an aesthetically 

attractive car, one that came with 

a combination of imposing good 

looks and top-of-the-line 

performance credentials. 

Just to give a perspective as to 

how rare and sought-after this 

muscle car is these days, one 

model was auctioned off at 

Barrett Jackson for a whopping 

$4 million. 

1973 De Tomaso Pantera 

 

The De Tomaso Pantera may not 

have the first-name recall of 

some of the other muscle cars on 

this list, but rest assured, it’s got 

an impressive pedigree that dates 

back to the 70s. The car was born 

from the mind of Alejandro De 

Tomaso, an Argentinian racing 

driver who sought to combine 

Italian engineering with 

American muscle. Together with 

the help of Tom Tjarda – the man 

responsible for the styling of the 

car – and Giampaolo Dallara – 

the man tasked to build the 

structural design of the Pantera 

and coincidentally, also aided in 

the development of the 

Lamborghini Miura. De Tomaso 

quickly went about and sought a 

way to infuse both ideologies into 

one powerful muscle car. Thus, 

the Pantera was born. 

Powering the Pantera was a 351 

cubic-inch ’Cleveland’ V8 engine 

with 330 horsepower and mated 

to a ZF five-speed manual 

gearbox with a 0-60 mph time of 

5.5 seconds and a top speed of 

150 miles per hour. 

First introduced at the New York 

Auto Show in 1970, the Pantera 

quickly gained popularity in the 

70s, thanks to a combination of 

its eye-catching yet simple design 

and powerful engine. It became 

so popular that the Pantera 

became one of the most sought 

after celebrity muscle cars of its 

time, including one that was 

owned by no less than the King 

of Rock and Roll himself, Elvis 

Presley.

 

http://www.topspeed.com/cars/car-news/the-top-muscle-cars-of-the-60s-and-70s-ar110523/picture405363.html
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CLASSIC CAR SUMMARY 

1930 FORD MODEL A 

Story & Photos by Peter Winnewisser (Old 

Cars Weekly) 
 

 

After seeing Bob Woodburn’s 

1930 Model A Ford, finding 

adequate words to describe it is a 

real challenge. Odd? Offbeat? 

Outrageous? Weird? I’m not sure 

any of these terms fully do the 

Model A justice. Woodburn 

himself calls it “Big Ugly.” Local 

residents at the time referred to it 

as being the “beast” or the 

“tank.” Whatever the 

terminology, one thing is certain: 

This Model A excites a great deal 

of interest wherever it appears. 

“I have over 200 vehicles in my 

diverse collection including some 

very valuable and desirable cars 

like my 1912 Kissel Car 6-60 

semi-touring,” Bob says. “None 

of them come even close to 

getting the attention from tourists 

and car show participants that 

this mean-looking old Model A 

Ford does.” 

“Big Ugly” is a 1930 Model A 

Ford Cabriolet manufactured 

around June 1930 and probably 

transported to Montana from 

Chicago by rail. Milton Hill of 

Bloomfield, Mont., the first 

known owner, had the car 

converted to a rural mail delivery 

snowmobile by Roman Chupp 

sometime before 1940. Hill was 

the first man to use the car to 

deliver rural mail. In 1940, Hill 

died in an auto accident in 

Bloomfield, Neb. Subsequently, 

the Model A was sold to Leonard 

Quamman of Lindsay, Mont., in 

1941. Bob Woodburn has title 

#254564 issued to Quamman on 

Oct. 22, 1941. The title has a 

$200 lien, which was paid off on 

Nov. 30, 1942. 

 

Leonard Quammen delivered 

mail in “Big Ugly” out of 

Lindsay, which is located in 

eastern Montana. According to an 

email that Bob received about the 

car, Quamman had a sign on the 

back of it when he delivered mail 

that said, “Watch Out For Flying 

Parts.” (The writer was given the 

sign when he was a child and 

offered to give it to Bob, who 

happily accepted the gift.) 

Apparently, people were wary of 

Quamman’s driving and would 

pull off the road to make sure he 

didn’t run over them. It seems 

that he ran over everybody’s mail 

boxes at least two or three times a 

year. He also drove it through the 

post office once without hurting 

the car. 

One day, Quamman became 

stuck in a snow drift on main 

street. He recruited a few men 

from the local pub to help push 

him out of the drift. One helper 

was pushing from behind when 

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1930-ford-model/attachment/model-a-mail-truck-4
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Quamman decided to back up 

and take another run at the drift. 

He backed over the man who, 

fortunately, was not hurt because 

of the soft snow and the Model 

A’s wide tires and relatively light 

weight. The helper, now under 

the car, screamed at Quamman to 

keep from being run over a 

second time. 

In 2008, the car went up for sale 

at an estate auction in Havre, 

Mont. The auctioneer knew that 

Bob had been working on Model 

A Fords since he was in the 

eighth grade, so he asked him to 

drive the car through the auction 

ring, even though he knew Bob 

was very serious about owning it. 

“I wanted this car so badly that 

day,” Bob says, “that I was quite 

nervous, which is unusual for me 

since I have bought hundreds of 

vehicles, toys and other 

collectible items at auction.” 

Needless to say, he was the high 

bidder. Recently, Bob decided to 

put the Model A up for sale and 

advertised it on eBay. It was bid 

quite high, but did not reach the 

reserve. 

 

Bob’s Model A Ford mail 

delivery car has a Briggs body 

and is in remarkably good 

condition considering its age and 

its time as a mail car. The body 

has absolutely no rusted-out sheet 

metal thanks to the relatively dry 

climate in which it was used, and 

the fact that its owners have each 

housed the car under cover. It 

was originally dark blue, but was 

repainted a medium blue about 

the time it was converted for mail 

delivery. The engine is from a 

1929 Ford. The mileage shown 

on the odometer is 25,649. 

 

The front seat upholstery is the 

original whipcord cloth material 

and is in tough shape, but the 

rumble seat back rest is still in 

amazingly nice original 

condition. Bob calls the front seat 

“the $800 seat,” because there is 

a 4-inch-long by 1/8-inch-

diameter steel rod sticking out of 

the top of the bottom cushion 

where the driver sits. About three 

years ago, the rod ripped a hole 

in Bob’s pants pocket and, 

without realizing it, his billfold 

fell out. Neither the billfold nor 

the $800 in it have been 

recovered. 

Changes to the car include a 

Model TT truck rear axle 

assembly and wheels, steel straps 

(5/16 inch by 2 inch) used to 

mount the rear fenders, an 

electric engine heater and four 

Goodyear 12-by-24 farm tractor 

tires. These were Goodyear’s first 

pneumatic farm tractor tires. The 

front wheels are made from 21-

inch 1928-’29 Model A wheels. 

 

 

The tires are more than 70 years 

old and are showing their age 

with many checks and small 

cracks. The left front tire has a 

several-inch-long split where 

someone may have installed a 

boot (a section of a tire used to 

reinforce a weak spot in a tire 

casing) inside the tire many years 

ago. They have some minor flat 

spots so the car does not drive 

smoothly. Bob admits that he has 

never driven the Ford over 10 

mph or so. “At that speed,” he 

says, “there is enough tire 

vibration to make the front 

fenders flop a bit, which makes 

this car look like a big bird which 

just ate too much trying to take 

off and fly.” 

Bob says he would not encourage 

driving “Big Ugly” on a public 

road. “The first and main reason 

is that this vehicle is completely 

unique and cannot be repaired or 

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1930-ford-model/attachment/model-a-mail-truck-7
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1930-ford-model/attachment/model-a-mail-truck-8
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1930-ford-model/attachment/model-a-mail-truck-2
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1930-ford-model/attachment/model-a-mail-truck-5
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replaced if ever damaged. The 

second reason is that it is a 

hazard on the road, because it 

literally stops traffic. The third 

reason is that this vehicle 

currently has no brakes, and may 

never have had good brakes since 

it was converted so many years 

ago.” 

Among the many e-mails Bob 

has received about his Model A, 

the following seems an 

appropriate tribute to this unusual 

vehicle: “As a winter mail truck, 

your vehicle not only could keep 

the mail going through, but could 

be a winter ambulance, road 

opener, cattle-feeder in blizzards 

and welcome sight every 

snowstorm.” 

 

PAINT, PATINA OR 

POWDERCOAT? 

Which Finish Is Right For Your 

Next Project? 
Story & Photos by Cole Quinnell (Hot Rod 

Magazine) 

 

 

Paint is the most common surface 

finish for cars and their 

components, but that doesn’t 

mean it’s always the best. There 

are dozens of other options you 

can choose to coat your 

craftsmanship. Traditionally, 

painting a car with a unique color 

scheme was the best way to make 

your car stand out from the 

crowd, yet when the crowd is full 

of extremely well-done paint 

jobs, an alternative finish could 

be just the ticket for exclusivity.  

There are more choices than ever 

for finishes; this is partly because 

of new technologies, but also 

because many older technologies 

have become more attainable for 

the average hot rodder. So let’s 

put away the paint reducer and 

hardener and explore the options. 

Cole Quinnell  

Patina 

If the car doesn’t need 

replacement panels, leaving the 

body in its as-found finish works 

great. This mixture of oxidation 

and evidence of use is known as 

patina, and it has become a cool, 

low-buck way to “finish” 

vehicles.  

Rob Harris’ Buick wears its decades of age 
and neglect quite well. Rather than spending 

money trying to refinish the body, which 

frankly would probably have made it less 
memorable, Rob spent his effort fitting a Viper 

V10 and six-speed transmission to the car. He 

also tubbed the car and had wheels made to 

offset the rustic look with a little modern 

shine.  

 

 

The patina look has quite a few 

desirable traits beyond cost 

savings. First, it’s authentic in 

that it honors the life the car had 

before you put it back on the 

road. Like road warriors, cars 

have earned their faded paint and 

various level of surface rust, 

pitted chrome, and faded 

emblems. Each of these cars has 

a history and leaving its exterior 

unfinished begs people to ask 

about the car’s story. Another 

aspect is that no two patina jobs 

are the same, making the cars 

stand out in a sea of brightly 

colored, painted vehicles.  

Bare Metal 

If patina honors the car’s history, 

then bare metal honors a metal-

crafter’s skills. It takes a lot of 

talent to finish a car without 

plastic body fillers, and who 

wouldn’t admire a straight body 

where all of that talent was left 

exposed?  

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/car-of-the-week/car-week-1930-ford-model/attachment/model-a-mail-truck-1
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CARS Inc.’s ’55 Chevy convertible was left in 

bare metal to drive home the fact that the 
company makes all of this sheet metal brand 

new, and it’s made in the United States. A raw 
finish like this definitely stands out.  

An option for those wanting to leave the body 

in raw metal is working in aluminum and 
leaving it in a natural finish. The interior of 

this roadster is trimmed out in aluminum 

joined with rivets to work with the expanded-
metal-mesh seat frames and the car’s overall 

bomber theme.  

The finish on the blower and valve covers on 

this ’32 ford was created by sandblasting the 

aluminum parts and then sending them 
through a cycle in the dishwasher. The result 

is a low-buck yet consistent worn patina.  

By definition, bare-metal finish 

lacks a protective coating to 

inhibit rust. So it’s not for 

everyone, and it’s not a low-

maintenance, long-term solution. 

You can clear coat bare metal, 

but without a primer to promote 

adhesion, this won’t last for long. 

The best protection is to keep this 

finish indoors and touch up the 

body with abrasive pads every 

week.  

Primer 

OK, technically primer should be 

grouped with paint, but leaving 

the exterior of a car or truck in 

primer makes a statement that 

harkens back to the early days of 

hot rodding. It’s also still 

possible for a do-it-yourselfer to 

rough in bodywork and apply a 

coat of primer that’s sufficient to 

create a decent-looking finish. 

The matte finish of primer hides 

the details of wavy bodywork, 

and using gray primer achieves 

this even better. It’s also a 

perfectly acceptable final coating 

if you’re going for a ’50s or ’60s 

street-racer or hot rod look. Like 

patina and bare metal, however, 

primer is not a durable long-term 

finish.  

While you can do a killer primer job over 

exceptional bodywork, you can also use it as a 

low-buck way to make a car or truck one 
color and create a timeless look. With the 

Moon disc wheel covers and Mooneyes, this 

Chevy hauler is definitely going for a ’60s 
image.  

Anodizing 

Anodizing is an 

electromechanical process that 

seals and tints the base material 

with a color. It changes the 

surface of the metal (usually 

aluminum) into a protective layer 

of oxidation that prevents 

additional corrosion. While most 

people associate anodizing with 

the blue and red finish found on 

AN fittings, it can be done in 

nearly any color (even clear) and 

is the coating of choice for nearly 

every billet-aluminum machined 

part in our industry.  

Powdercoating 

This is a wide category, as 

powdercoating comes in 

countless colors and styles. As 

the name implies, the finish 

begins as a powder that is 

sprayed on the material to be 

coated. The powder includes the 

pigment for the color, texture, 

and several other ingredients. It is 

applied using an electrostatic 

charge and a spray gun. It is then 

cured with heat. It can have a 

gloss, matte, or dimensional (like 

sandpaper or sand-blasted 

aluminum) finish. Thickness and 

durability also range according to 

the process and material. 

Powdercoating is much more 

durable than paint, resisting 

scratches and chipping. It’s also 

fairly resistant to chemicals, with 

a glossy finish being the most 

impervious to stains and the 

easiest to clean.  

 

A matte powder coat can provide an 
extremely durable and easy-to-clean finish on 
metal bumpers, trim pieces, and more. 

Typically, you’re limited in what you can 

powder coat by the size of the oven at the 
facility, but some places have geared up to 

powder coat a complete chassis. You can also 

purchase a DIY kit from Eastwood to do small 
parts at home.  
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Professional powdercoating by a 

reputable company usually 

results in the best results. Make 

sure you explain how the part 

will be used (a front bumper will 

take more abuse than a piece of 

trim for the dashboard) so the 

company can prep the part 

properly and apply a suitable 

coating. The actual composition 

of the powder can vary greatly to 

meet the desired finished look 

and durability.  

Wraps 

Vinyl wraps are a clever way to 

refinish part (or all) of your car. 

You might think of wraps only as 

a way for companies to convert 

their car into a rolling 

advertisement, but you can use it 

for everything from adding 

stripes to creating a completely 

new look for your vehicle.  

Vinyl wraps have become an easy way to add 

graphics or completely recover your car. This 
AMX has its nose and sail panels done in 

paint, but they could have easily been done in 

vinyl graphics instead. Vinyl is more resistant 
to rock chips and light scratches than paint.  

Instead of doing a stripe, flame 

job, or similar detail in paint, you 

can have one cut from vinyl 

specifically for your car. The 

vinyl is typically more durable 

than paint. In most cases, it can 

be removed without damaging 

the paint, so you can create a new 

look for a year or two and then 

mix it up. There are also 

companies offering complete car 

wraps that let you change the 

color and look of your entire car 

without paint.  

 

Hydrographic 

This is one of the newest coating 

processes on the market. It goes 

by several names, such as water-

transfer printing and hydro 

printing. It’s a multi-step process 

that can be applied to metal, 

plastic, glass, and fiberglass. The 

surface is cleaned and prepped 

the same as it would be for paint. 

Then the desired pattern and the 

part are submerged in water, 

where the pattern adheres to the 

part. Once the part is rinsed and 

dried, it is clear coated.  

One of the coolest new processes is 

hydrographic. K&K Kustoms has 
approximately 3,500 graphic designs that it 

can apply to just about any hard, non-porous 

surface up to 3 feet wide and 6 feet long. The 

finish has been tested up to 600 degrees 

Fahrenheit, so it’s appropriate for many 

engine components.  

There are thousands of patterns to 

choose from, and you can choose 

a color base to create a custom 

look for just about anything 

ranging from carbon fiber to 

camouflage, and skulls to 

snakeskin. The top coat can be 

finished in gloss, semi-gloss, or 

matte. The finished product will 

be as durable as paint and should 

be cleaned and waxed like a 

typical paint job.  

Karl Dunn’s Camaro demonstrates a number 

of finish alternatives. Cris Gonzales at JCG 
Restoration & Customs did all of the black 

components in powder coat, while all of the 

gray bits are hard-anodized aluminum. The 
JCG nameplate was milled and hard anodized 

before water-jet cut sections of carbon fiber 

were inlaid. The valve covers and hood on 
this car were made from carbon fiber and left 

unpainted.  

CLASSIC CAR SUMMARY 

1969 DODGE CHARGER 

R/T 
Story & Photos by John Gunnell (Old Cars 

Weekly) 

 

The folks at the Fashion Bazaar, 

of Miami, Fla., considered the 
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’69 Dodge Charger a “fashion 

statement.” The car’s svelte looks 

and outstanding performance sold 

them on buying one. On Sept. 13, 

1968, they visited Trail Dodge 

Inc. to purchase a red Charger 

R/T with a black vinyl interior.  

Bob Steele, of Wild Rose, Wis., 

owns the car today. The veteran 

body man restores Mopar muscle 

cars in a shop near his home. 

Steele knows that Chargers are 

popular with collectors today. 

Good looks, great performance 

and lots of starring roles on TV 

and in movies have added a lot to 

their cache.  

 

 

 

 

Steele’s car bears serial number 

XS29L9B111149, The “X” 

indicates a Charger. The “S” 

indicates it is an R/T. The “29” 

indicates a two-door Sports 

Hardtop. The “L” indicates a 

440-cid high-performance V-8 

with a four-barrel carburetor. 

This motor produced 375 hp and 

was standard in Charger R/Ts. 

You could add the Six-Pack 

option or the 426-cid Hemi, but 

apparently the Fashion Bazaar 

people did not feel they needed 

more than 375 hp.  

The 1969 Charger was a 

modestly updated version of the 

Gen 2 Charger that arrived in 

1968. Small changes included a 

new divided grille, new 

horizontal taillights and new side 

marker lights. The patterning on 

the bucket seats was revised, too. 

The R/T was the high-

performance model.  

All Chargers came with the then 

required assortment of federal 

safety and anti-pollution features, 

plus all-vinyl bucket seats, 

carpeting, a three-spoke steering 

wheel with padded hub and 

partial horn ring, a heater-

defroster, an electric clock, a 

cigarette lighter, an ashtray light, 

Dodge’s heavy-duty suspension 

(including a hefty sway bar, fatter 

front torsion bars and sturdier-

than-stock rear springs), bumper 

guards, wheel opening moldings, 

concealed headlights and a racing 

style quick-fill gas cap. R/Ts also 

had at least the Magnum 440 

four-barrel V-8, dual exhaust 

with chrome tips, TorqueFlite 

automatic transmission, heavy-

duty manually-adjusted brakes, 

F70-14 Red Line tires, an R/T 

handling package and Bumblebee 

stripes.  

 

 

The base price for an R/T was 

$3,575. The full-size, unit-body 

performance machine had a 117-

inch wheelbase and 207.9-inch 

overall length. It weighed in at 

3,646 lbs. Dodge wound up 

making 19,298 Charger R/Ts for 

the model year.  

Like many collectors, Steele has 

original paperwork for the car, 

including a factory broadcast 

sheet that lists all factory 

equipment. A partially filled-in 

Warranty Validation card from 

1969 gives the name of the 

selling dealer and the original 

owner. Steele also has an old 

warranty for the Motorola radio 

in the car.  

An undated receipt for Motor 

Vehicle Inspection Fees paid in 

Orange County, Fla., and a 

business card from Orlando 

Dodge Inc. show the car passed 

through a second factory dealer’s 

hands at one point. The business 

card has the name of dealership 
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salesman Mike Smith printed on 

it with the Dodge logo, then the 

name Ken Smith is written in by 

hand. The area code for the 

number on the card was changed 

from 305 to 407. This change 

took place in 1988, so the car 

must have been traded in to 

Orlando Dodge at about that 

time. 

 

 

 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

10/10 NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing 

to Auto-Plus Raceway 

10/12 Gainesville, Florida 

10/11 Top End Dragways 

& Bracket Weekend 

10/12 Sabin, Minnesota 

  James Valley Street Machines 

  Monthly Meeting. 7:00 

10/15 Quality Inn 

   

   

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

10/17 NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing 

to Silver Dollar Raceway 

10/19 Reynolds, Georgia 

10/25 Top End Dragways 

& Bracket Weekend FINALS 

10/26 Sabin, Minnesota 

10/30 
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag 

Racing 

to The Strip at Las Vegas 

11/02 Las Vegas, Nevada 

11/06 NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing 

to The Strip at Las Vegas 

11/09 Las Vegas, Nevada 

  James Valley Street Machines 

  Monthly Meeting. 7:00 

11/12 Watch the "RUMBLER" for 

  meeting times. 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

11/13 
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag 

Racing 

to Auto Club Raceway 

11/16 Pomona, California 

  James Valley Street Machines 

  Awards Banquet 7:00 

12/17 Prime Rib & Potato. 

  Live Auction @ the KC's 

  Jamestown, North Dakota 

 

SWAP SHOP 

 
Swap Shop ads are taken from James Valley 

Street Machine members, NDSRA “Street 

Talking” magazine, “Cars for Sale in 

Jamestown” on Facebook. 

 

FOR SALE: ‘41 Willys Street 

Rod Convertible, 6 liter crate 

Eng. 390 hp, 420 tq, 700R4, 9” 

ford 350 gears, posi, 2 X 4 

custom frame, Heidt ind. front 

susp., 3900 miles, 17 mpg at 70 

mph and 2300 rpms. 701-255-

6729 701-255-6729 Mark

 

FOR SALE: I am downsizing my 

collection of porcelain gas & oil 

signs, neon beer signs, beer taps, 

gas pumps, pedal cars and much 

more. 602-677-8228 602-677-

8228 Jim

 

FOR SALE: Need a new gas tank 

for your project, or a replacement 

for you current ride? Super Sale 

on “TANKS” gas tanks. Hot 

Rods & Trim 701-274-8975 701-

274-8975

 

FOR SALE: ‘47 Buick 4 dr. fair 

to good condition, very compete 

& original, not running. $1600 

firm. (2) Model T truck cabs. 

$450 - $550. Info: 701-460-0230 

701-460-0230 Wes

 

FOR SALE: ‘55 Chevy (or fits 

‘56 Buick) rolling frame, rack & 

pinion power steering, GM tilt 

column, two inch dropped 

spindles, disc brakes, new 

suspension parts and springs. 

Rebuilt 3:36 posi, new drum 

brakes, bearings & seals. Rally 

wheels 15” wires. Left & right 

front fenders, 2 Sedan doors with 

glass. New door skins in box. 

Rear fender patch panels. Front 

and back glass, side glass. New 

rear ¼ window glass for fix 

window with rubber seals. Big 

Block aluminized headers for ‘55 
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frame. Two door sedan front 

bench seat. Have pictures for 

review. Have other parts. Located 

in Fargo. 701-261-2857 701-261-

2857 John

 

WANTED: ‘51 Cadillac 2 dr. 

Hardtop project. Any condition 

will be considered. 701-471-3350 

701-471-3350 Nate

 

WANTED: 8” rear end out of 

‘71-’77 Ford Maverick. It will 

measure 56½” across the wheel 

mounting surface. The third 

member or gear ratio not 

important. 701-258-4805 701-

258-4805 Tom

 

INSPECTIONS: Vehicle 

inspections done at Dallas 

Kustoms in Hillsboro, ND. Call 

701-436-6399 

 

FOR SALE: 1941 Willys 

Cabriolet 390 HP, Price reduced 

to $22,500. 701-255-6729 (Mark) 

 

FOR SALE: 1941 Chevy Coupe 

Dark green, 235 – 12 Volt 

alternator, Fenton manifold, 

Radials, Skirts, Visor. Good car. 

Could use some paint. $6000.00 

701-797-2636 (Larry) 

 
WANTED: 1951 Cadillac 2 Door 

Hardtop project. Any condition 

will be considered.  701-471-

3350 (Nate) 

 
FOR SALE: A set of 4 tires 

265/70R17. Price … $120.00 

obo.  701-202-3626 (Angela) 

 

FAIRVIEW LIFT BRIDGE 

CARTWRIGHT TUNNEL 

Story by Troy Larson (Ghosts of North 

Dakota ghostofnorthdakota.com) & Photos by 

R. David Adams 

McKenzie County 

Thank you to R. David Adams 

for submitting these photos of the 

Fairview Lift Bridge and the 

accompanying Cartwright 

Tunnel, between Cartwright, 

North Dakota and Fairview, 

Montana.  This bridge is 

frequently confused with the 

Snowden Bridge, a few miles 

away in Montana, partly due to a 

similar history (each bridge has 

only been raised once) and 

construction. However, this 

bridge is distinct from the 

Snowden bridge when the 

Cartwright tunnel is taken into 

account.  To our knowledge, the 

tunnel is the only train tunnel in 

the state of North Dakota. 

As you’ll learn from Mr. Adams’ 

comments below each photo, this 

lift bridge was built to 

accommodate steamboat traffic 

on the Yellowstone River, but the 

steamboats stopped steaming the 

Yellowstone River before the 

bridge was complete.  Thus the 

lift was only used one time.  The 

last car crossed the bridge in 

1955, and the trains ended in the 

1980′s.   Since the bridge and 

tunnel were so narrow, travelers 

were required to pick up a phone 

at one end and call to ensure no 

traffic was coming from the other 

side!

On ramp west end of Fairview Lift Bridge just 

a couple of miles East of Fairview Montana. 
This Bridge was finished in 1913 and was a 

bridge used for rail and automobile traffic 

until 1955. 

 

Looking east as we walk on the rail bed. You 

http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge4/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge4/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge1/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge1/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge2/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge2/
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can see the Cartwright tunnel at the end of the 

bridge. 

 

Approaching the bridge support from the west 
looking east. 

 

 

The center section or “draw” weighs in at 

1.14 Million Pounds. At each end of the span 

large concrete counterweights are hung to 

assist in the lifting of the span. 

 

Platform that contains a three cylinder 

kerosene engine that lifts the bridge span. 

 

 

Closer look at the lift mechanism. This lift 

operated one time to test the bridge and never 
again. It seems that steamship travel on the 

Yellowstone ended during the construction of 

the bridge in 1912! 

Looking up at one of the two counterweights. 

Held up by several 2 inch cables. I was 

thinking they have been there for almost a 
hundred years and decided to move… just in 

case! 

 

On the east end approach showing the west 
tunnel opening. 

 

Notice the size of the treated lumber used 
around the opening! Cars traveled across the 

top to gain access to the bridge on the right 

just behind where I was standing. 

 

http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge3/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge3/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge5/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge5/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge6/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge6/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge7/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge7/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge8/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge8/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge9/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge10/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge10/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge11/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge11/
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Inside the 

tunnel.

The road that used to allow cars to use the 
bridge until 1955. Right behind me the road 

slopes down to the bridge and also branches 

off to get down to the bridge 
abutments.

Looking west from the tunnel to the 

bridge.

Looking west. 

I climbed up the small hill on the south of the 

rail bed to get a better picture of the engine 

and tower houses that move the center span of 
the bridge up and down. 

Just around the bend is the east entrance to 
the Tunnel but is now on private lands. 

Cartwright is just a mile to my back. 

REMEMBERING RAY 

LAMBRECHT AND HIS 

COLLECTION UPON HIS 

DEATH 

Story by Angelo Van Bogart & Yvette 

VanDerBrink (Old Cars Weekly) 

 

Ray Lambrecht’s death comes 

almost exactly one year after 

auction of his Chevrolet 

collection 

Nearly one year to the date of the 

sale I conducted of Ray 

Lambrecht‘s amazing Chevrolet 

collection, I learned Ray passed 

away at 96 in his hometown of 

Pierce, Neb. I was thinking about 

that fabulous and wild time when 

I heard the news this week. The 

Bible says that there are treasures 

stored in heaven for us, more 

than we can ever imagine, and I 

suppose about now that Mr. 

Lambrecht is selling new 

Chevrolets to the angels, and still 

tucking a few away. 

When I first had heard about 

Ray’s “Urban Legend,” it was six 

years prior to the auction. Then 

one afternoon, a few years later, I 

got a call from his daughter. “Hi, 

I was told that you can help me 

sell my dad’s unique collection.” 

It was almost a gut instinct; I 

knew what the call was. That 

started a whirlwind of meetings 

and planning for what would 

come to be noted as the third-

greatest “Earth shattering 

Collector Car Auction of All 

Time.” What an honor for a 

South Dakota Gal that grew up 

driving fast and messing with 

cars! 

 
Ray and Mildred Lambrecht pose in front of 

their 1946 Chevrolet. 

I can still remember walking into 

the dealership with my little 

video camera and filming my 

crew, and my dad, taking out 

those first cars the sunlight. 

There was years of dust on them, 

and when you opened the doors; 

there still was that new car smell. 

It was amazing. One by one, we 

moved them around and staged 

them till they would make their 

big appearance in the field 

outside of town. I owe much to 

the writers of Old Cars Weekly 

and others for working with me 

and this amazing story. I can still 

remember calling Ron Kowalke 

http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge12/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge12/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge13/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge13/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge14/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge14/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge15/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge15/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge16-2/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge16-2/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge17/
http://www.ghostsofnorthdakota.com/2011/07/03/fairview-lift-bridge-and-tunnel/liftbridge17/
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/features/time-capsule-of-chevys-to-cross-the-auction-block
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/features/time-capsule-of-chevys-to-cross-the-auction-block
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/features/time-capsule-of-chevys-to-cross-the-auction-block/attachment/ray-mildred-lambrecht-1946-chevy
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/collector-cars/50s-cars/lambrecht-collection-auction-to-offer-1950s-chevys-with-less-than-10-miles
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and Angelo Van Bogart to say, 

“I’m going public with an 

amazing story!” Within one 

week, my website had crashed 

three times, my YouTube video 

went viral and I was getting over 

150 calls a day. TV producers 

starting calling along with 

hundreds of reporters. Ray’s 

daughter, Jeannie, and I were 

fielding calls left and right. Then 

an angel, Dana Kauffman, from 

Proxibid, came to herd the 

reporters so that I could keep 

working on this massive project. 

It wasn’t much different than 

other auctions we had done, but 

the story was what made it 

unique. How could a new car 

dealer hoard away all his trades 

and leftover models — and make 

money? Well, the answer was in 

selling in volume and different 

angles. Mr. Lambrecht was ahead 

of his time. He gave so many 

people a deal that they couldn’t 

refuse, they bought new. When I 

was going through all those titles, 

it was true. We had hundreds of 

original yellow Nebraska titles. 

One of the biggest tasks that I 

had was making files for all the 

vehicles. Mr. Lambrecht had an 

“old school” system. Since he 

didn’t sell trades, he just rubber-

banded all his titles together and 

put them in an old leather bank 

bag. I had the task of matching 

these to all those cars. How does 

one do that? Well, first you have 

to get all the VIN information 

from the cars, and then it’s like a 

giant game of Go Fish. 

I remember sitting down and 

sorting the yellow titles and 

asking a couple gals helping me, 

“Do you have any ’53 

Chevrolets?” and then “Bingo!” 

— one by one, we matched the 

car to the title and made a file. 

of Go Fish. 

 
Ray and Mildred Lambrecht 

How did we get those numbers 

on the cars? I found and hired an 

excavator, and we carefully 

extracted the cars from the trees 

and lined them up in a portion of 

a soybean field. Then I would go 

down and open each one up, one 

at a time, hop in and get those 

numbers. Quite often, I was met 

by spiders, rabbits and terrible 

smells from these field cars. On 

one hot afternoon, I was getting 

into a 1961 Impala and fell right 

through the floorboards. My foot 

got wedged in the frame area. 

Shoot. I was all alone. I got out 

and just sat on the hood. Then I 

looked across the road, saw the 

irrigation sprinkler, and drove 

over and stood under it till I was 

soaking wet. Relief. Numbering 

each car and taking pictures, 

video and notes took many hours 

and trips. But I loved every 

minute of it. 

Quite often, I got to talk with Mr. 

Lambrecht to give him an update 

on the progress. He would smile 

and occasionally I would ask him 

a title or car question. “Ray, do 

you know where or if you got a 

title for that 1950 Merc?” He 

would think, and then he’d rattle 

off where the trade came from. 

One of the most interesting things 

he said was after the auction. 

“Yvette, how did you get those 

new cars titled and able to sell 

them?” It was like he knew that 

there was going to be a challenge. 

It was. Under state law, Mr. 

Lambrecht was a de-franchised 

Chevrolet Dealer and those 55 

new cars were still new cars in 

the eyes of Nebraska, so he 

couldn’t reassign the MSOs. 

Marv Spomer from Minnesota 

and I worked diligently on being 

able to keep the MSOs for the 

new cars. I remember telling the 

state, “I can’t hand in those 

MSOs — that’s the value of the 

car, the history, the story!” It 

took many meetings, and finally, 

just a week and a half before the 

auction, we got our answer. We 

received an exception to state law 

and were able to title the 55 new 

cars and KEEP the paperwork. It 

was amazing and a blessing. It 

was also a great accomplishment. 

There were many challenges to 

the auction. One of which was 

getting all the “girls” back 

together for the auction. 45 of 

them were scattered over three 

towns and had to be trucked back 

together. Another challenge was 

security. 12 people were arrested 

for trespassing before the auction. 

Everyone wanted a peak at this 

“Urban Legend.” Protecting Mr. 

and Mrs. Lambrecht also was a 

request of the family. They were 

very private people. Toward the 

middle of the preparations, both 

the family and I were stalked and 

received letters and emails that 

were upsetting and taken 

seriously by the Nebraska 

Sheriff. I saw the best of people 

http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/news/editors-picks/frenzy-field-firsthand-report-lambrecht-sale
http://www.oldcarsweekly.com/features/time-capsule-of-chevys-to-cross-the-auction-block/attachment/ray-mildred-lambrecht-2006
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and also experienced the worst of 

a few. It was amazing. 

Getting ready for the auction took 

so much planning and meetings. 

How many would be there? I had 

an idea, but when I got up on that 

trailer and started to see the sea 

of heads, it took my breath away. 

The highway patrol estimated 

about 25,000 people the first day. 

We had over 11,500 registered 

bidders. Amazing. Before the 

auction, it was like we always do: 

Advertise. Tell the story. Build it. 

If you do all that, it’s like “Field 

of Dreams:” They will come. 

And they did. 

One of the key players in getting 

ready was my dad, Art 

Nordstrom. When I got the calls 

from Hollywood, and saw that 

this was bigger than I thought, I 

called Dad. I asked him, “Can 

you bring your pay loader down? 

I need it.” He loaded it up and he 

and I arranged the entire first day 

cars, moved them and placed 

them carefully into position. He 

even welded some flag holders 

for me to put on the “carpeted” 

area. He said he wasn’t going to 

have his daughter have zip ties on 

TV. He even got on the History 

Channel with me. After all, he is 

the key reason that I love these 

old cars. He was a Chevrolet 

man, too, and there was no way I 

was keeping him away from this 

one. As kids, we would drive 

around and spot those ’57 

Chevrolet fins sticking out of the 

trees and say, “Dad, there’s one!” 

We would take turns riding to 

pick up his new treasure. We 

grew up with horsepower and 

cars all around us. Race tracks, 

salvage yards, demo derbies, 

tractor pulls. Heck, we even 

raced our bikes and Mom made 

us a whole set of flags! He started 

my love of the old iron. I enjoyed 

watching him get excited about 

this epic event, too. He loaded 

262 of the cars sold from 

Saturday night till Thursday 

afternoon. Amazing. 

 

I have so many stories, and there 

were many challenges that we 

had to overcome to pull off this 

auction, but the most rewarding 

moment was when Jeannie called 

me to say her folks wanted to 

thank me. I was trying to pack up 

before another storm, and they 

had dressed up in their church 

clothes and were waiting to thank 

me. Ray was so excited, and he 

had watched the whole deal on 

TV. He was so happy and 

grateful. It was a wonderful 

feeling. All those hours of hard 

work and planning. I pulled away 

from the house, full of joy, and 

knowing that I played a part in 

them staying in their home and 

letting the world know, that “The 

Urban Legend” of Ray 

Lambrecht was true. 

People sometimes say to me, 

“Did you hear about that guy in 

Nebraska that kept all those new 

cars?” I smile and say, “Yes, I 

did. I knew him personally. I was 

the auctioneer that told his story. 

It was such an honor and labor of 

love.” 

CLUB SITES 
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